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ABSTRACT
Life Experiences and Teaching Maturity
A Study of Teacher Concerns
(September, 1979)
Maxine B. Markson, B.A., Boston University
M.Ed., University of Massachusetts
Ed.D., University of Massachusetts
Directed by: Professor Alfred L. Karlson
This study was done in order to answer the question:
Gan we identify a sequence of training experiences v/hich
support the development of a mature, professional attitude
in teachers? The Fuller Teacher Concerns Statement, Fuller
and George Teacher Concerns Questionnaire, and The Exper-
ience Questionnaire were the instruments used to collect
data. Fifty-nine middle-class, preservice and inservice
female teachers, living in semi-rural western Massachusetts
participated in the study.
The findings indicated that professional development
coLild be contingent on: a teacher's faith in her general
ability to do the job, her recognition of her skills in
relationship to those of others, and her respect for her ov/n
life and the lives of the children. Specific types of
experiences do seem to be important at different stages of
development. Stage I teachers were sensitive to social
ir^fluences. Interaction with family, friends and colleagues
V
was important to their growth. Recognizing their inexperi-
ence they looked to others for help and guidance
. Stage II
and III teachers weighted their experiences with children as
significant in their development. Stage III teachers repor-
ted that working v/ith a partner, being a resource as v/ell
as a learner, was a powerful growth experience. Being
involved in graduate school was also a catalyst for the
Stage III teacher's growth. The following taxonomy of dev-
elopmental experiences outlines a training sequence which
was deduced from the findings of this study. Since only
five subjects fell into Stage II, no suggestions are made
for them at this time.
STAGE TYPE CF EXPERIENCE TC FACILITATE DEVSICFLSNT
I 1. A variety of experiences to familiarize the
student with a range of professional positions.
2. Contact v/ith, and professional responsibility
for, children, each quarter or semester.
3. Assumption of head-teacher role early in
training seq.uence in order to develop confi-
dence in ability to become a good teacher.
4. Assertiveness training: communication skills
to use with colleagues, administrators, and
parents
.
5. Training in the legal aspects of teaching:
unions, contracts, accountability, etc.
6. Training and practice in classroom, m.anagement
techniques with a strong focus on^ discipline
.
7. Training in and practice of a variety of
teaching skills which benefit the children.
8. Study of the possible goals for children, and,
observations of a variety of teaching styles.
Explorations of the trainees' own developing
style and goals.
VI
STAGE
III
TYPE CF EXPERIENCE TO FACILITATE DEVELOFI.SMT
1. Teach for a few years before becoming involved
in inservice training.
2. Assertiveness training.
3 . Study of classroom management techniques.
4. Opportunity to team-teach.
5 . University study with supportive faculty.
vii
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CK AFTER I
INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND
Introduction
A goal in Teacher Education is to support the develop-
ment of a teacher's professional maturity. This study was
conducted in order to determine whether or not certain
experiences facilitate the development of a mature, profes-
sional, point of view. The goal was to create a taxonomy of
such experiences v/hich can he used by teacher educators.
Previous research indicates that teachers experience identi-
fiable and predictable stages of growth in the focus of their
concerns as they develop from novice teacher concerned v/ith
self- survival and adequacy, to master teacher, concerned
with the quality of the children's lives. Several teacher-
training programs have incorporated the implications of this
development, but what has been lacking is an empirical and
systematic description of the experiences that actually' help
teachers to move from one developmental stags to the next.
It v/as our nurpose to shed some light on the question: .jhat
are the conditions which facilitate this growth?
In order to approach the question, it was necessary'’
to develop a questionnaire which allowed subjects to reveal
the richness of their individual experiences. Sim.iataneously
1
2data which is more easily manipulated in the form of fre-
cjuency distributions was needed. Therefore, the Experience
Questionnaire asks for both essay and forced-choice responses.
It was assumed that the essay questions would describe both
the general categories of experience which are developmen-
tally significant as v/ell as particular types of experience
v/hich may be replicated or simulated in a teacher training
program. Each of the six questions reflects a synthesis of
the work of Erik Erikson and Frances Fuller. There seems to
be a relationship betv/een the stages defined by Fuller and
those defined by Erikson. The developmental issues outlined
by Erikson were use extensively to construct questions for
the Experience Questionnaire. Figure 1 shows the relation-
ship between the questions on the Experience Questionnaire,
Fuller's stages and Erikson' s stages.
In addition to the goal of developing a taxonomy of
experience v/hich supports teacher development, the study is
also seen as an opportunity to validate and extend the v/ork
of Frances Fuller. Her investigations make up the bulk of
studies on the development of teacher concerns. According
to her investigations, novice teachers are concerned with
getting along with administrators, classroom discipline,
teaching techniques, and curriculum development. As a
teacher develops professionally, the focus is slowly tamed
away from questions of teaching adequacy and survival,
onto
those concerning the children and their needs.
Professional
3Question Fuller Concerns Erikson Conflicts
I. B. Phase I: Self-as- Stage 5* Identity ver-
person and as sus Role Confusion
teacher.
Phase III: Improv- Stage 6: Intimacy ver-
ing professional sus Isolation
self; welfare of all
children.
AM I COMMITTED TO MY IDENTITY AS AN EDUCATOR:
II. B. Phase II: Adequacy Stage 1: Trust versus
Mistrust
CAN I SATISFY I^IY SUPERVISORS AND LEARN TO BE A
REALLY GOOD TEACHER?
III. B. Phase II: Protecting Stage 2: Autonomy
self while surviving versus Doubt and Shame
in the power/reward
CAN I BALANCE MY AUT0N0I»IY WITH BUREAUCRATIC
NEEDS?
IV. B. Phase II: Adequacy of Stage 3* ^Initiative
content knowledge; versus Guilt
ability to control
d3.S s •
CAN I ’take the initiative AND MANIPULATE THE
CLASSROOM?
V. B. Phase III: Pupils'
gain in knowledge.
CAN I USE MY SKILLS AND
INCREASE THEIR KNOWLEDG
Stage 4: Industry ver-
sus Inferiority
WORK 'WITH STUDENTS TO
E?
VI. B. Phase III: Improving
self for benefit of
student
.
DO I CARE ENOUGH ABOUT
BE USEFUL TO THEM? AM
AND 'WORK?
Stage 7*. Generativity
versus Stagnation
Stage 8: Ego Integrity
versus Despair
THE CHILDREN TO TRY TO
I SATISFIED VJITH I^IY LIFE
Fig. 1 .--Parallels Betv/een Fuller, Erikson, and the
Experience Questionnaire
4ma'turi'ty is defined by "the abiitude embodied in the question,
"I'i/hat can I do as a professional educator to make each
child's experiences as life-enhancing as possible?" The
Fuller Teacher Concerns Statement (1971). which measures a
teacher's developmental level, was administered to the sub-
jects of this study to see if they score similarly to the
population on which the instrument was originally developed.
The Teacher Concerns Questionnaire was also administered
(Fuller & George, Form C) . A validation study on this
instrument is being done as part of this investigation.
The current research relies on Fuller and Erikson,
however, the focus is on accurately identifying categories
and types of experiences which facilitate the development of
teachers
.
General Background
The development of professional maturity has been the
focus of a number of teacher training programs. Professional
maturity has alternately been defined in tenns of teaching
competencies, personal emotional maturity, and, objective
awareness of interpersonal processes. Educators like Arthur
Combs defined professional maturity in terms of the reality
of the interpersonal process between teacher and
others.
Combs constructed a training program that helps
preservice
teachers develop reality-based perceptions of
themselves,
others, and the educational process. "The
maturation of an
5effective professional worker requires changes in the stu-
dent's perceptions--his feelings, attitudes and beliefs and
his understandings of himself and his world." (Combs,
et. al.
. 1974
,
p. 16) The main thrust of such a program is
to encourage an accurate, objective perception of self so
that oneself may be used as an educational tool . The focus
is on the reality of the present situation, not on psycho-
logical motivations or teaching competencies. Advocates of
this position also hold that since our society is in a period
of change, it is impossible to predict the specific skills
which a teacher will need in the next four, ten or twenty
years and therefore, we should train teachers to assess and
be adaptive to the conditions in which they find themselves.
Programs like the Teachers College Model and the Syracuse
Model (Burdin, 1970) aim to produce teachers who are sensi-
tive, flexible and self-renewing as they adapt to and have an
impact on the educational world of the future.
Professional maturity defined in terms of teaching
competencies has received a substantial amount of attention
since the U.S.O.E. Elementary Teacher Education Project
funded nine teacher training models in 1968, eight of which
were competency-based. The eight are Florida State Univej.-
sity, Michigan State, Northwest Regional Educational Labora-
tory, Syracuse University, University of Georgia, University
of Toledo, University of Massachusetts, and the University
of
Pittsburgh. The ninth model. Teachers College, Columbia, is
6a mor© 'tradi'fcional orien.'fca'tion aimed at developing an under-
standing of the processes and philosophical bases for differ-
ent models of teaching. Since the performance orientation of
professional maturity is the least familiar, it will be
reviewed here:
Explicitly or implicitly the performance-oriented models
purported that teachers in training could gain a body of
understandings and skills which then could be observed,
and that the consequences of teacher behavior on the
learning outcomes of pupils could also be observed and
evaluated (lannone, 1976, p. 233 )*
However, let us be sure to take this meaning in its fullest.
There is a difference between a trained technician and an
analytic professional. The trained technician might have
control of particular skills under particular conditions,
hov/ever
,
...as professionals, the role of teachers requires
that they extend their knowledge beyond their own
specified 'subject' areas, and in turn delineate a
larger, more coherent pattern of life for their
students (lannone, 1976, p. 236 ). •
In other words, a professional teacher should be able to
exercise a depth of self-control which results in her being
able to affect the quality of the lives of her students. It
is clear that v/hen taken in the fullest sense, competence
and control can be very powerful and very positive factors in
the training of early childhood professionals.
Professional maturity has also been seen in terms of
emotional maturity. This perspective is well-known at
Early
Childhood training centers. Emotional maturity refers
to
one’s awareness of one’s ov/n psychological motivations
and
7satisfactions. At the Merrill-Falmer Institute, Clark
r^ioustakas conducts a teacher training program in which the
theme of self-exploration has emerged as having significant
psychological-educational content. This focus on the teach-
ers' motivations and satisfactions covers such topics as the
significance of individuality, self-actualization, authen-
ticity, honesty, responsibility, confrontation, myths related
to mental illness, issues and problems. Moustakas observes
that as his students
...learn about themselves as persons and to value their
T^iqueness, they are able to recognize and enjoy the
individuality of each child v/ith whom they work and to
experience the child as a person and as a human being of
immeasurable worth (Moustakas & Ferry, 1973» P* 17)*
Professional maturity has been defined from the per-
spectives of developing objective perceptions of self in
relationship to the educational environment, affective and
cognitive competencies needed by a self-controlled profes-
sional educator, and, awareness and growth of one's psycho-
logical motivations and satisfactions. The criticisms of
each approach are well knovm. Programs like Combs' and
Moustakas', which have as their focus the personal or inter-
personal growth of the teacher, are frequently criticized.
It is said that social and emotional growth is over empha-
sized compared to cognitive growth, that the focus on pro-
cess' leads to exclusion of 'product,' and that training
nrograms claiming to have student-centered classes have in
reality given up teaching altogether. In the same vein.
8critics of the competency-based training programs claim that
cognitive growth is over emphasized compared to social and
emotional growth. They also charge that the focus on perfor-
mance leads to a mechanistic approach which is antithetical
to the creative 'art' of teaching. Finally, they point out
that many programs which purport to have 'modularized'
actually maintain the traditional lecture-and-test structure
and process. VJithout minimizing the weight of truth in each
set of criticisms, this author views the charges and counter-
charges as unproductive and feels that it is time to move
beyond this point toward the goal shared by all teacher
educators, which is, to train teachers who have the v/elfare
of the children at heart.
Specific Previous Research
Relevant to this Study
The problem is that there has been very little basic
research done which can be used to construct teacher train-
ing programs which will produce mature professionals who are
concerned about the children. There are many questions still
left unanswered. Is it enough to be able to develop objec-
tive perceptions of a social situation? Once you have mas-
tered certain competencies, are you finished learning? Is
knowing yourself really all that is necessary? Is there a
relationship between these three kinds of development? Is
it possible to conceptualize a teacher training program
which
includes the strengths of each of the three types of
9maturity while it minimizes the weaknesses? There has been
some experimentation which has attempted to deal with these
issues
.
From 1972 through 1976, Indiana University piloted
thirty teacher education programs on the assumption that
there is a diversity of teacher training styles and preserv-
ice teachers should be able to choose one that is suited to
their learning style. The evaluative questions asked of the
Early Childhood Education program, for example, reflects an
awareness of the various definitions of professional matu-
rity. Is there a correlation between skill-building prac-
ticum experiences and success in student- teaching? Do stu-
dents develop more self-awareness? Is there a correlation
between self-awareness and later work success? (Wolf, 1976,
p. 29) Anderson (1976) suggested that most teacher educa-
tion program.s provide answers before a question is raised
by the student-teacher . This can be seen as the pivotal
point because if v/e simultaneously embrace the three defi-
nitions of professional maturity, then it follows that the
preservice teacher is involved in her professional prepara-
tion in a very profound sense. Therefore, programs which
offer answers to unasked questions do violence to the profun-
dity of the training process. Anderson further claims that
learning how to teach is a developmental process that should
be sequenced to accommodate the developing needs of the
Tom asks the central question, "In what sequenceteacher.
10
should we arrange the activities, practical, personal, and
theoretical, of a teacher education program?" (I976)
.
Lillian Katz has identified four developmental stages
of preschool teachers v/hich underlines the importance of each
of the three kinds of professional maturity. Stage one,
which may last throughout the first full year of teaching,
reflects the teacher's concern with survival. "The dis-
crepancy betv/een anticipated successes and classroom reali-
ties intensifies feelings of inadequacy and unpreparedness."
(I^atz, 1972, p. 50)* Katz suggests that the teachers'
training need is for on-site guidance, support and
"...instruction in specific skills and insight into the
complex causes of "behavior .. ." (Katz, 1972, p. 52). Thus
a wide range of competencies coupled with awareness of
motivational systems seem critical for the novice profes-
sional. Stage tv;o, which may last through the third year
of teaching, reflects the teacher's growing need and ability
to differentiate tasks and skills to be mastered next as well
as her growing awareness of the different types of children
she will encounter in her teaching career . Her training need
is for on-site access to specialists, advice on appropriate
interactions with particular children, and continued devel-
opment of teaching skills and knowledge. Stage three, which
may last from the third throughout the fifth year, reflects
the teacher's need for professional simulation. Concerns
o^
the nrevious stages are resolved and the teacher is
motivated
11
to expand her horizons. Off-site conferences, membership in
professional associations, current educational literature,
teachers* centers, and visits to demonstration projects all
speak to the stage three concerns. According to Katz,
teachers reach maturity, stage four, in three to five years
when she starts asking such questions as, "I'/hat are my his-
torical and philosophical roots? l^at is the nature of
growth and learning? How are educational decisions made?
Can schools change societies?" (Katz, 1972, p. 53)- Katz's
interesting conceptualization of the developm.ent of profes-
sional maturity leads her to the conclusion that:
It is useful to think of the growth of preschool teachers
(and perhaps other teachers, also) as occurring in
stages, linked generally to exnerience gained over tine
(Katz, 1972, p. 5^).
Hov/ever, as Denemark and I-Iacdonald have noted (Travers, 1973
»
p. 940 ) , there is almost no empirical research on how, why
or what kinds of experiences actually do help a teacher to
develop the personal and interpersonal understandings and
educational skills she needs to become a mature professional.
Although their reviev/ was done in 1968, the present reviev/
of the literature reveals that this is still the case. It
is the goal of this investigation to identify these signi-
ficant experiences.
In order to accomplish the goal, a more clear descrip-
tion of the development of professional maturity is neces-
sary. A provocative contribution in this area v/as
made by
12
the late Frances F, Fuller of the University of Texas,
Austin. Fuller identified three stages of teacher develop-
ment. Stages are based on a definition of teaching concerns.
Teachers' concerns were originally conceptualized as classi-
fiable into two types: concerns about benefit to self, and,
concerns about benefit to pupils (Fuller, I 969 ) . Initially,
there were six concerns v/hich reflected a progressively more
professional perspective. The six concerns v/ere; (1) ade-
quacy of self as a person and a teacher, especially in the
areas of discipline and content knowledge; (2) familiarity
with the teaching role including such issues as understand-
ing administrative policy, evaluation procedures of super-
visors, and the political relationship between school and
community; ( 3 ) feelings about children and their feelings
toward the teacher; (4) concerns about the children learning
the material selected by the teacher and what techniques the
teacher can use to achieve this end; (5) concern that the
children are learning what they need in order to live a full
life; and (6) concern v/ith issues beyond the classroom which
would result in educational improvements for the children.
Theoretical and Sm-pirical Base
of Teacher Education
Although some say that teacher education lacks a theo-
retical ‘and empirical base. Fuller points out that
this is
not true as long as we consider teacher education
as an
example of behavior change. If teacher education is
thought
13
of as a member of this larger class of events, then it is
obvious that there are many theoretical and empirical under-
pinnings. For example, literature on the helping relation-
ships generally attributes behavior change to a wide variety
of psychodynamic processes. Fuller, and others like Mous-
takas, recognize that a teacher educator is a professional
helper and a teacher trainee is a client. This helping
relationship results in the teacher's broader understanding
of personal motivation and satisfaction. Another theoretical
base for teacher education is found in the field of Social
Psychology. This literature conceives of behavior change in
terms of interpersonal influence as reflected in the work of
Combs. For the development of teachers, according to Fuller,
interpersonal influence results in an increasing awareness
of one's impact on others. Feedback from the teacher trainer
to the trainee facilitates this type of growth. The third
theoretical and empirical foundation of teacher education
is the literature on behavior modification. V/ithin this
category behavior change is operationally defined as: chang-
ing one piece of observable behavior to another definable,
desired behavior. This approach helps teacher trainers, like
those involved in the eight programs funded by the USCS in
1968, to define standards of behavior in terms of particular
behavioral competencies for trainees.
14
GraDhic ReDresentation of Fuller's
Conce-pt of Behavior Change
No natter which of these positions one supports, the
common denominator for behavior change can be seen as self-
confrontation. Using this background, Fuller developed a
scheme of the three kinds of self-confrontation processes
which are necessary for behavior change to occur. Graphi-
cally, this is represented in the following figure.
GOAL
1. Social-Fsychological
:
Awareness
Fig. 2. --Diagram of the Three Self-Confrontaticn
Processes
The three apexes refer to a teacher's subjective EXPi^RIENCE
of a particular interaction or lesson, the GCAL of that
interaction or lesson, in terns of desirable teacher behav-
ior, and, feedback from an C3SERVATICN of that interaction
or lesson from a third party of videotape. Self-
confrontation, then, encompasses three types of discrepancy:
15
(1) between one's experience of one's behavior and an obser-
vation of it, i.e., the match betv/een external behavior and
inner experience; (2) between one's experience of one's
behavior and the stated behavioral goal, i.e., one's judg-
ment about whether or not the goal was attained; (3) betv/een
the stated goal and an observation of the situation, i.e.,
the match between the desired behavior and the actual behav-
ior. The three types of self-confrontation discrepancies
are directly related to the three types of Behavior Change
theories which are directly related to the three conceptua-
lizations of professional maturity. The EXFERIENCE-GCAL
discrepancy is concerned with one's satisfaction and motiva-
tion. The teacher is helped to probe the experience and
goal in order to determine motivation. The EXPERIENCS-
C3SERVATI0N discrepancy increases one's av/areness and rea-
lism about oneself and one's impact on others. This also
helps to develop empathy, v/hich in this case is the ability
to see ourselves as others see us. The C3SERVATICK-GCAL
discrepancy is concerned with increasing the resemblance of
one's observable behavior to some desired behavior. The
objective is to meet some standard. It is through these
three self-confrontation processes that teacher training
seeks to change behavior.
Concerns of Teachers
In 1969, Fuller introduced the notion that the profes-
teachers could be extremely productivesional preparation of
16
if the actual concerns of teachers v/ere considered when pre-
service and in-service programs were being planned. The
following questionnaire was used to determine what the con-
concerns of teachers actually were:
1. Teaching Experience
a. Have you taught?
b. If so, what and how long--include religious
school, summer camp, tutoring, student-teaching,
etc
.
2. \Then you think about your teaching, what are you con-
cerned about? (Do not say what you think others are
concerned about, but only what concerns you now.)
Please be frank.
3. ViJhat are the advantages of teaching for you? VJhat
are the satisfactions of teaching?
Fig. 3. --The I969 Fuller Teacher Concern Questionnaire
The concerns seemed to fall into two categories. Cne group
dealt with how teachers get results and were usually self-
oriented. The other group dealt with the results themselves
and were usually student-oriented. Figure four illustrates
the groupings
.
Fuller's Three Develonmental Phases
In 1970, after repeated assessm.ents of preservice and
in-service teachers. Fuller identified three phases of
development. Figure 5 lists them.
By 1972, Fuller v/as conceptualizing this development
slightly differently. The concerns about self were
17
CONCERN CATEGORIES
Self-Oriented. How to eet results.
1. Inadequacies or uncertainties related toi education
or teaching in general, content and/or environment,
supervisors and other adults, evaluation, rules,
acceptance by authority, teaching procedure, student
acceptance
.
2. Concern about* discipline, control, misbehavior,
authority as a teacher, alienating students, student
acceptance as an authority figure.
Student-Oriented. Actual results.
1
.
Concerns about students' feelings, students as indi-
viduals, relationship with students.
2. Concern with student gain in knowledge and/or with
teaching methods or procedures for achieving it.
3. Concern with student gain in awareness, interest in
learning, growth in values, or with teaching proce-
dures for achieving it.
4. Concern with personal/professional development:
ethics, educational issues, resources, community
problems
.
pj_g. 4. --Original categories of teacher concern
18
DEVELOFr.IENTAL PHASES
Phase I; Concerns Aljout Self
1 . Undergraduates typically have concerns of their age
group; boyfriends, girlfriends, roommates, family,
2 . They have no teaching concerns related to the real
tasks, problems and challenges of teaching.
3. Because they have not experienced the classroom, they
cannot anticipate their inability to meet the chal-
lenges .
4. They are not looking for ways to resolve antici-
pated problem.s because they do not know what to
anticipate
.
Phase II; Concerns About Self-As-Teacher
1 . They are concerned about;
a. protecting themselves
b. their ability to survive in the school
c . their content adequacy
d. their capacity to control the class
2. Their three basic questions are;
a. VJhere do I stand in terms of the power/reward
structure?
b. How adequate am I, especially in controlling my
class?
c. VJhat are my pupils like? How do they feel about
me?
Phase III; Concerns About Punils
1 . Are the pupils learning what I am teaching?
2. Are pupils learning v/hat they need?
3 . How can I improve myself as a teacher?
Fig. 5.—Original Fuller phases of teacher
development
19
categorized as non-teaching concerns. The following figure
shows how this conceptualization relates teacher concerns to
developmental stages.
Stag:e I
IVhere Do I Stand?
Concern with getting to know the teaching situation
including social and physical environment of class,
school, and community. Concern about authority figures.
How Adequate Am I?
Concern about one's adequacy as a person and a teacher.
Concern about discipline and subject matter adequacy.
Stage II
How Do Pupils Feel About Me? What Are They Like?
Concern about relationships v/ith pupils, one's feelings
toward them and about pupils' feelings toward the
teacher.
Are Pupils Learning jVhat I'm Teaching?
Concern about whether pupils are learning the selected
material, about teaching methods which help pupils
learn what is planned for them and about evaluating
their learning.
Stage III
Are Pupils Learning What They Need?
Concern about pupils' learning what they need as
rersons, and methods which influence that learning.
How Can I Improve Myself As A Teacher?
Concern with anything and everything which can contrib-
ute to the developm.ent of children generally. Includes
personal, professional development, ethics, educational
issues, community problems, etc.
Fig. 6. Teacher concerns reflect developmental stages
Research being done at that time indicated that the
single self-pupil benefit dimension posited originally
was
not adequate. There seemed to be significant
differences
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between preservice and inservice teachers. Inservice teach-
ers seemed to operate in a qualitatively different dimension
from the preservice teachers. Preservice trainees seemed to
operate on a "survival" dimension in which their major ques-
tions are; Can I do it? and How do I do it? On the other
hand, inservice teachers seemed to operate on tv/o other
dimensions; (1) the original self-pupil benefit dimension,
and, (2) one which involved their concern with their own
teaching performance as it relates to the children's learn-
ing. The concerns of preservice teachers also seemed to be
stable and quite resistant to change. That is, until a
person actually was teaching in her own classroom, she
stayed at the survival- concerns level. On the other hand,
Fuller found that it v/as relatively easy to arouse a higher
concern in preservice teachers, but, it no opportunity for
resolution is provided, then the concern level returns to
the pre-arousal level . There also seemed to be developmental
differences between male and female inservice teachers.
Female inservice teachers showed relatively little change in
their concerns over time. However, their male colleagues do
shov/ some developm.ental changes.
Research and Develomental Taslcs
Fuller recognized that much research needs to be done
to identify the tasks which, v/hen accomplished, facilitate
growth. The goal of this research is to find out what some
of those tasks might be. It is assumed that significant
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experiences can be identified along a developmental continuum
of professional maturity.
Professional maturity has been seen as classifiable
into three categories. The first involves personal emotional
maturity. Teacher educators f like Moustakas, have construc-
ted training programs aimed at making the trainee more aware
of her personal motivations and satisfactions. Behavior
change in seen as the result of a psychodynamic process based
on the discrepancy between a person’s subjective experience
of a situation and the goal involved in that situation. A
professionally mature person has also been defined as one
who has developed an objective awareness of interpersonal
processes. Combs, and other educators, train teachers to
realistically assess the impact their behavior has on col-
leagues and students. Behavior change is seen as the result
of a social-psychological process based on the discrepancy
between a person's subjective experience of her behavior and
someone else's observation of the actual behaviors involved.
The third category of professional maturity is defined by
teaching competencies. Model programs funded by the USCE
aimed at creating competent educators who v/ere in control of
their behavior. Behavior change is seen as the result of a
discrepancy between the actual, observed behavior, and
behavior which is the stated desirable goal. These three
definitions of professional maturity have been used as
foundations for teacher training programs. However, there
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has been very little basic research done to determine which
of their many educational experiences are significant. The
review of the literature indicates that the central question
for teacher educators still is, "In what sequence should we
arrange the activities, practical, personal and theoretical,
of a teacher training program?"
According to Fuller, development progresses through
three stages. Stage I teachers are generally concerned v/ith
their teaching role as it interfaces with parents, super-
visors and other authority figures, as well as their teaching
adequacy with discipline and subject content areas. Stage II
teachers are concerned with the task of teaching as it
relates to getting along v/ith the children and making sure
they are learning the prescribed curriculum. Stage III teach-
ers generally concern themselves with facilitating learning
that is personally meaningful for the children in their
classrooms as well as broader issues which influence the
development of all children. Fuller’s research suggests that
there may be differences betv/een preservice and inservice
teachers. Inservice female teachers tend to stop developing.
After a point, it becomes almost impossible to raise higher
level concerns in them. Experiences which could facilitate
raising concerns seem to be lacking. On the other hand,
v/hile it is relatively easy to arouse higher concerns in
preservice teachers, the experiences which would facilitate
resolution, and therefore development, are lacking.
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The purpose of this research is to identify those
experiences and to create a developmental taxonomy of sig-
nificant experiences. If I can find out what types of expe-
riences Stage I and Stage II teachers say were significant
in their professional history, it might be possible to alter
undergraduate teacher training programs. If it is relatively
easy to arouse higher concerns, as Fuller claims, then it
should be just as easy to bring them to resolution, once the
appropriate experiences are defined. This would be of great
benefit to the profession because it would mean that under-
graduates could possibly begin to resolve issues such as
dealing with authority figures, classroom discipline, and
relationships with children before they enter the field. If
Stage II and Stage III teachers can identify significant
experiences in their development, I might be able to deter-
mine v/hy teachers in the field show little development over
time . Inservice education v/ould benefit by knov/ing which
learning experiences are most appropriate to facilitate
continued development, -l also hope to clarify the balance
between nsychodynamic processes, social-psychological pro-
cesses and behavior modification processes. Are there points
in development where it is more appropriate to predominantly
rely on one set of processes as apposed to the other r For
example,- if a teacher is at the stage where she is concerned
about her relationships with children, would it oe appro-
priate to rely on the sccial-psychological processes
outlinec
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by Combs? Clarifying questions such as these would be a
benefit to the educator, the trainee and, ultimately the
children.
CHAPTER II
FROBLSr.I TO BE RESEARCHED
The purpose of this chapter is to outline the problems
to be researched. The general question under study is;
I'/hat are the conditions v/hich facilitate grov/th toward pro-
fessional maturity in teaching? Many educators have charted
professional maturity in different ways. For example, pro-
moting emotional growth, becoming aware of one's impact on
others or developing particular skills have each served as
the core of various teacher training programs. Fuller com-
bined these three approaches and suggested that trainers use
techniques to support a comprehensive development. Hov/ever,
in no previous study has a system description been made
of the types of experiences which facilitate the growth of
teachers. VJithout such description, knowledge of the devel-
opmental stages stands as a conceptually interesting out
impotent idea which has no impact on the day-to-day lives of
teachers. In order to make the idea of teacher development
a useful tool, v;e need to know which categories of experi-
ence are significant in each stage. It is the purpose o±
this study to contribute a taxonomy of experiences which are
important to professional growth.
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Instruments Used to Collect Data
Self-report data will be collected along with the
Teacher Concerns Statement and Teacher Concerns Question-
naire (TCQ) and the Experience Questionnaire (EQ) which are
the three tools used to collect data for this study. The
TCS was developed by Frances Fuller to determine a teacher's
level of development. It is an open-ended questionnaire
which asks the teacher to say what she is concerned about
when she thinks about her teaching (see Appendix I). The
scoring procedure breaks the responses into six categories
of concern about teaching and one category for nonteaching
concerns. Fuller and George developed a forced-choice
Teacher Concerns Questionnaire (see Appendix II). As
opposed to the open-ended Fuller instrument, the Fuller and
George tool presents thirty statements of concerns. The
teacher rates each statement on a Likert scale from "not
concerned" to "extremely concerned." The three stages of
development are reflected in the thirty statements. For
scoring purposes, Stage I is labeled SELF, Stage II is
labeled TASK, and Stage III is labeled IMPACT. The thirty
rated items are scored to determine whether the frequency
of a teacher's concern is highest for the Self, Task or
Impact category. One purpose of this study is to see
whether. or not a teacher's developmental stage, determined
by the TCS, is the same as the frequency of concern on the
TCQ.
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The Experience Questionnaire utilizes both forced
choice and open ended responses to pull for experiences
which have been significant in an individual teacher's
history. To our knowledge, a questionnaire which combines
both forced choice and open ended response is unique. It
was decided to use this arrangement as apposed to inter-
viewing the subjects for a number of reasons. In the first
place, the researcher had no experience in using the inter-
view technique and felt that developing the expertise would
involve too much time. In the second place, there is less
researcher influences on the responses obtained from a ques-
tionnaire than from those obtained from an interview. How-
ever, the problem was in constructing a questionnaire which
allowed for the richness of the typical interview response
without losing the specificity of a more controlled approach.
Mixing forced choice with open ended responses is this
researcher's answer to the problem. Each of the six ques-
tions begins with the forced choice items and ends with the
open ended responses. One of the purposes of the forced
choice items is to orient the subject to the concern in
question so that the open ended response can be as rich as
possible. Another purpose of the forced choice items is to
act as a check against the open ended responses. For exam-
ple, if -the discrepancy between a subject's forced choice
responses and open ended response is obvious, we will
sus-
pect that either the subject has not been honest in
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responding, or that this concern is still not resolved for
this subject, or that the instrument is not reliable. Since
each of the six questions reflects a stage in the growth of
the concerns of teachers, the self-report data should
expose the types of experiences which are significant to
that stage of development.
Questions Guiding The Study
The six questions guiding the study, which are based
on the theories of Fuller and Erikson described in Chapter
I, shall be considered one at a time in the following dis-
cussion.
Question Onet Career Choice
and Commitment
The first question deals with the issue of how someone
becomes committed to the teaching profession. The hypothe-
sis is that teaching is chosen as a career because it helps
in the actualization of a personal goal which was identified
during the teen-age years and to which the individual has
become intimately committed. The hypothesis is based on the
assumption that a person's choice to become a teacher is
made during the teen-age years and is a result of either
interactions with significant others, or the pressures of
society and culture. It is anticipated that people will
report a variety of experiences which influenced their ca-
reer choice. For example, having a role-model may play an
important part especially for those people whose parents
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are teachers. There is a body of literature which suggests
the importance of mothers who expect and help their daugh-
ters to be career oriented.^ Those subjects without strong
role-models and career orientation may have chosen teaching
because it is a socially acceptable job for a woman. With
more of the lower and middle income population attending
college, there is a high percentage of upwardly mobile
women. Education has traditionally been a field which
offers security and status to those who are trying to "bet-
ter” themselves. On the other hand, some women may report
that they decided to commit themselves to teaching because
of their marriage. Women frequently follow their spouses
from place to place and decide that teaching is a market-
able skill in almost all locals. If they got divorced, such
women may become more involved in their professional life.
In addition to socio-economic influences, an individual's
attitudes or value system might motivate them to teach. For
example, those who have children may report that they trans-
fered their concerns for their own child onto the general
population of children.
Question Two: Faith
in Ability
The second question concerns the person's sense of
^For example, see Rita and Kenneth Dunn s thorough
treatment of the subject in How to Raise Ind.ependent .and
Professionally Successful Daughters ^Englewood Cliffs, N.J
Prentice-Hall, 1977 )*
t
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self-confidence when she thinks of herself in the context of
administrators and other teachers. The hypothesis is that
professional development is contingent on the teacher think-
ing that she has the ability to do the job. V/e are not con-
cerned here about specific skills such as classroom manage-
ment techniques, curriculum expertise, or inter-personal
skills with parents or administrators, but rather the teach-
er's judgment of whether or not she will be able to handle
whatever will come down the pike. We feel that this self-
confidence allows a teacher to keep learning about and
implementing new professional tools. It follows that the
more tools a teacher has, the better she v/ill be able to do
her job in fact. Self-confidence and professional compe-
tence is conceived as a self-propelling circular system.
The assumption is that any teacher who keeps reaching out
and trying new things will not remain static in her own
development. It is anticipated that the motivation to reach
out will come either from a colleague v/hose attitude is, I
think you can do it, give it a try'." or from an experience
in which the teacher felt successful. The person with lit-
tle confidence will not reach out to try things and there-
fore v/ill not grow. She may be fearful of trying the
latest
techniques and therefore suspicious of innovations. She
may
tend to be the one who uses the same texts and tells
the
same jokes year after year.
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Question Three; Balance
of Power
The third (Question is: Is professional development
contingent on the teacher's consciousness of equity between
her autonomous behavior and the prevailing power structure?
While the teacher must accommodate to the reality of pleas-
ing the administration in order to keep her job, her devel-
opment will be hampered if she finds that she is subjected
to arbitrary rules and non- supportive scrutiny. We antici-
pate that an innovative, confident teacher may report loss
of confidence and rigidity of practice when placed with an
aversive administrator. On the other hand, it may be that
such a supervisor acts as a catalyst for teacher rebellion
such as unionizing, striking or pushing for community con-
trol. However, it would be surprising if non-tenured teach-
ers report leadership roles in such activity. We also anti-
cipate that many teachers will report either a move from
public schools into private institutions with a different
administrative structure, or a definition of their territory
within the system. It is assumed that this hypothesis will
be supported by the data and that subjects will report much
difficulty in establishing an equitable balance between her
autonomous behavior and the power/reward structure. It is
generally accepted, although recent events suggest change,
that women as a group are not trained to think of themselves
as autonomous, self-governing agents but rather as depen-
dents who rely on someone else to make the rules.
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Question Four: Control
The fourth question deals with the developmental
impact of the teacher realizing that she is an adult in con-
trol of a classroom. The hypothesis is that growth will be
blocked unless the teacher accepts that she is the one who
is in control. We want to know what experiences help the
teacher to take the initiative in her classroom to set
goals and make plans of action that will achieve the goals.
What experiences help the teacher to realize that she can,
and must, consciously manipulate her classroom so that what
she wants to happen will in fact happen. We anticipate that
people will report a variety of experiences. It is expected
that preservice teachers will focus on discipline problems
and their ability or inability to effectively handle them.
Because the preservice teacher is still a student herself
and is for the most part under the care of parents and pro-
fessors, we assume that her sense of self-control is limited.
It is generally accepted that one who is not in control of
herself cannot be in control of another. On the other hand,
experienced teachers may not report discipline problems when
asked to report a time when they took control of a child or
a situation. We expect that these teachers will report in-
cidents in which they consciously acted as a force which
guided others, probably parents or colleagues, toward a
particular goal. All self report experiences will outline
the structure between the teacher and the whole issue
of
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control. Information on teachers' feelings about control-
ling and manipulating could prove to be critical. This
researcher believes that this is the core issue in both pro-
fessional and personal development, the essence of which is
one's sense of personal power and her ability to consciously
use it to have an impact on those around her. We feel so
strongly about this issue because we believe that the lack
of self and other control is what drives many teachers out
of the profession. We feel it is the lack of a sense of
control which supports the development of apathy and nonin-
volvement in some who stay. To our knowledge, no teacher
training program helps teachers to face the facts of life
about planning, manipulating, controlling, and achieving
goals. If experiences which help to develop a sense of con-
trol can be identified, then teachers can be helped to face
the realities of a crucial developmental passage.
Question Five; On-the-Job
Skills and Preferences
The fifth question asks the teacher to report parti-
cular job-related preferences, and knowledge she has in
relationship to children, colleagues and the teacher-
learning process. The assumption is that it is critical to
development that a teacher see herself as a skilled member
of the educational process v/hose competencies are comple-
mented by those of others. If a teacher is still subjec-
tively involved with the control issue, she cannot be
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objective about the learning- teaching process. However, one
who is objective can see clearly how she fits into the
teaching-learning process. She knows which tools of the
trade are hers and she sees how they are used to work with
the students toward the goal of increasing their knowledge.
This objective, goal-oriented teacher also recognizes the
strengths of her colleagues and does not hesitate to call on
them for assistance when they can do something better than
she. We want to know if the teacher sees herself both as a
distinct person who is defined by certain abilities, prefer-
ences, and knowledge, as well as a contributing member of a
classroom, school or community whose role complements those
of others toward the goal of increasing the student's know-
ledge. It is anticipated that those teachers who do not
see the relationships inherent in the educational process
v/ill prefer to work alone. Their students will not have
access to the expertise of others the teacher could have
drawn on. It is crucial to know what kinds of experiences
facilitate an industrious, objective perspective of
co-operation, because it is the one that allows the teacher
to use herself and others to benefit student learning.
There is much rhetoric in education about helping children
to develop the skills they need to function in this society,
but so far no one has been able to say what must be done for
teachers so that they will be able to do this. Our goal
is
to begin to fill the gap.
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Question Six; Goals
The sixth question deals with the development of the
teacher's philosophy. The assumption is that the more
mature teachers will report deep satisfaction with and com-
mitment to the teaching profession as well as a deeply felt
responsibility for the lives of the children. Further, we
anticipate that the mature teacher will report that she
understands that she must put her own needs and self aside
in order to use herself to deal with the needs of the child-
academic and otherwise. This teacher will want to improve
herself for the benefit of the students. For example, she
will want to take courses, attend workshops or belong to
professional organizations not so that she can put it down
in her vitae, not so she can qualify for the next pay raise,
but because she genuinely wants to learn as much as she can
so that the children may receive the benefit of her know-
ledge, as it relates to their needs. This teacher will have
a profound respect for the quality of life and v/ill do
everything she can to enrich the lives for which she is
responsible. At the same time, this teacher will value her
ov/n life and be satisfied with it. Are there key experi-
ences v/hich help a teacher to feel responsibility for the
next generation? Are there key experiences which facilitate
a teacher's reaching the point where she can truly feel,
"All is v/ell with the world?" It is important for us to
know if there are for the sake of both the teacher and the
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children. In the first place, it is teachers at this stage
who genuinely have the interests of the children at heart.
In the second place, it is this type of teacher who is gen-
uinely involved with and satisfied with her life and work.
Summary
In summary, we have listed the six general questions
that guide our study and clarified the problems to be
researched. V/e embrace the Eriksonian notion that, the
degree to which a problem is resolved at one stage has an
impact on the quality of problem-resolution of the next
stage. We understand that, in fact, many developmental
issues remain unresolved. In this study, we are concerned
only with "normal" development and its facilitation. This
is why many of our hypotheses include the phrase "develop-
ment is contingent on..." We anticipate that our data will
generate a categorization of those types of experience
which do promote professional maturity. Our goal is to
provide a systematic description of significant experiences
v;hich facilitate resolution of critical problems at each
stage
.
CHAPTER III
PROCEDURES
The Sample Poipulation
This chapter describes the relevant details of the
sample population, the instruments used, and, the sequence
followed in data collection. Sixty sets of responses v/ere
collected. One set v/as unusable because it was not com-
plete. It was assumed that a relatively equal number of
Stage I, II, and III subjects would result. The fifty-nine
teachers in the sample population come from three broad
sources: a community college, an undergraduate university
program, and a graduate university program. The Community
College is a recently built, state- supported two year col-
lege servicing v/estern Ilassachusetts . -Its students are
comparable to any other community college student body in
the northeast. Tv/enty Community College Early Childhood
Education majors participated in this study; fifteen fresh-
man and five sophomores, the youngest of v/hom is eighteen
and the oldest of whom is twenty-eight. Host of the sub-
jects from this group are between eighteen and tv;enty years
old. Seventeen are single; three are married with children.
No one has any teaching experience, except one student who
has one year. They all plan to teach in a preschool set-
ting except three who want elementary’’ certification. The
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University is a large, state- supported land-grant University
in western Massachusetts. The undergraduates tend to be
native to the state. Sixteen students in the undergraduate
Early Childhood Education program participated. Seven are
juniors, eight are seniors, and one is a Continuing Educa-
tion student who is enrolled to become certified. The
youngest is twenty and the oldest is twenty-nine. Most of
these students are between twenty and twenty- three years of
age. All, but one, are single, and none have children. Six
undergraduates have had one year of classroom experience,
one has had two years, and nine have had no classroom exper-
ience. Seven plan to teach in elementary school and nine
plan careers in a preschool setting. All of the twenty-
three inservice teachers are also involved with the Univer-
sity. Fifteen are part-time graduate students and eight are
training university interns. The youngest is twenty-five
and the oldest is forty-one. Eleven inservice teachers are
in their thirty's, nine are in their twenty's, and three are
in their forties. Nineteen are married, three are divorced,
one is single, and ten have children. They have from one to
eighteen years of teaching experience. Three inservice
teachers work in preschool settings. Twenty of the inserv-
ice teachers work in elementary education in the Public
School system. It should be noted here that this is a very
unique school system because of its administrative policy
toward staff development. The administration is quick to
point out that there are very limited funds availaole
for
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such a.C'tivi'tics . V/hat is nctcworthy is ih© decision-making
procedure which determines how these funds are to be spent.
A committee composed of elementary and secondary teachers
conducts a needs survey each Fall to determine what type of
inservice training is wanted by the teachers in the system.
The result of that survey is a schedule of courses and work-
shops for that Fall and Spring. The inservice staff devel-
opment program utilizes the University as well as other
community resources. The strength of the program lies in
the administrations' belief that the teachers involved must
play a major and central role. The staff development pro-
gram is conceived of as a cooperative effort between admin-
istration and teachers.
The Instruments
Three instruments were used in this study. Two meas-
ure developmental stages of teachers and one focuses on the
developmental experiences of teachers. The Teacher Concerns
Statement is an instrument used to measure the developmental
stage of teachers. The instrument is simply one question:
"When you think about your teaching, what are you concerned
about?" The open-ended response is coded according to a
manual which "describes a system for classifying teachers'
statements about their teaching concerns and for scoring
such concerns." (Fuller & Case, 1972, p. 3 -) ^^ch thought
unit in the statement is coded and then the codes are
added
up and an average is computed. This average is
the
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teacher's score on the Teacher Concerns Statement. This
score does not indicate which particular concern is primary
for that teacher. Rather, since it is an average, the score
indicates the over-all developmental stage of the teacher.
All statements were coded by this researcher. Coder relia-
was checked by Dr. Carol Case, co-author of the
coding manual who has coded more than ten thousand state-
ments. She coded each of the fifty-nine statements indicat-
ing changes where necessary.
The Teacher Concerns Questionnaire is an instrument
which is also used to determine the developmental stage of
teachers. It asks the subject about teaching concerns but
does not ask for open-ended responses. Instead, there are
thirty items, each providing a one through five Likert scale
to indicate level of concern for that item. Of the thirty
items, ten correspond to Stage I, ten correspond to Stage II,
and, ten correspond to Stage III. On this instrument, the
Stage I dimension is called Self, the Stage II dimension is
called Task, and, the Stage III dimension is called Impact.
Three sources are obtained, one for each dimension, by com-
puting a simple sum of the Likert responses for each of the
ten items in that dimension. IVhichever sum is greater than
the other two sums indicates whether the teacher's develop-
mental level is Self, Task, or Impact, i.e.. Stage I, II or
III. This instrument was constructed in order to objectify
the Teacher Concerns Statement and to simplify the coding.
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The purpose in using the Teacher Concerns Questionnaire is
to find out if it does, in fact, measure the same thing as
the Teacher Concerns Statement. That is, we are going to
check the validity of the instrument. The fact that the TCQ
and the TCS ask the subject to respond to questions about
exactly the sajne topic, i.e., their concerns, suggests that
the answers a subject gives on one instrument might effect
the responses that a subject gives on the other instrument.
In order to determine if responses were effected by doing
one of the instruments before the other, subjects were
assigned to one of three groups. University undergraduates
were allowed to self determine the order in which the ques-
tionnaires were completed; the researcher does not know what
that order is. This provides a control group of sixteen
subjects. Half of the remaining forty- three subjects were
randomly assigned to complete the TCQ first; the other half
were assigned to do the TCS first.
The Experience Questionnaire is the instrument used to
determine developmental experiences of teachers. My goal in
developing this instrument was to identify types of experi-
ences that are developmentally significant. In order to
code this instrument, it was necessary to categorize the
responses given. This researcher read all responses and
categorized them. A skeletal coding manual resulted. Two
untrained coders, one faculty person and one graduate stu-
dent, and this investigator then used the manual to code
all
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open-ended responses on nine Experience Questionnaires. The
nine questionnaires were composed of three randomly selected
from Stage I subjects, three from Stage II, and, three from
Stage III. It was assumed that if the subjects within any
given stage scored similarly on the forced choice responses,
then they would also score similarly on the open-ended
responses. Within each stage, subjects did score similarly
on the forced-choice questions. Interrater reliability for
coding the Experience Questionnaire open-ended responses was
. 63 . This researcher then coded the remaining fifty Exper-
ience Questionnaires.
How the Data Collection Proceeded
Piloting the Experience
Questionnaire
The Experience Questionnaire was pilotted twice and
was modified each time. The first pilot study of the Exper-
ience Questionnaire was done in September, 1977 » on a popu-
lation of five subjects. They were administrators and
teachers, at a University Day Care Center. They ranged in
age from tv/enty- three to fifty-nine. They had between less
than one and seven years of teaching experience. Three were
single, two were divorced, and one had children. As I
reviewed their responses and interviewed them about the
structure of the questionnaire, it seemed that there
might
be a significant relationship between a person's
marital
status and her professional commitment. It seemed
that
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those who were divorced or had children, took their profes-
sional selves very seriously. This led me to alter items
included on the demographic information. The revised ques-
tionnaire specifically asked subjects to report if they were
(1) ever married, (2) ever separated, (3) ever divorced,
and, (4) if they have children. The Teacher Concerns Ques-
tionnaire and the Teacher Concerns Statement were not used
in this pilot. The second pilot study, which used the
revised Experience Questionnaire, was done in October, 1977,
on a population of ten subjects. This sample is analogous
to the sample which v/as eventually used in the major study.
The Teacher Concerns Statement and the Teacher Concerns
Questionnaire were administered to this group. Six inserv-
ice teachers and four preservice teachers participated. The
inservice teachers ranged in age from twenty- three through
thirty- five, and had from less than one to eleven years of
teaching experience. Five were married, and two had chil-
dren. Five inservice teachers taught elementary grades and
one taught preschool. Two were part-time graduate students
and three were non-university affiliated. The four under-
graduates in the second pilot study ranged in age from
tv/enty-one to twenty-five. One had one year of teaching
experience, three had none. One was married with children,
three v/ere single. Three were juniors and one was a senior.
Three wanted to teach in an elementary school and one pre-
ferred preschool. Their written responses were reviewed;
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subjects were not inverviewed
. The changes in the question-
naire resulting from this pilot yielded the final form of
the instrument. (See Appendix III). The changes are
described in the next few sentences. The format, but not
the content of the demographic information sheet was modi-
fied. Because the forced-choice responses of question
three did not yield details of the relationship between the
subject's autonomous behavior and the power structure, they
were changed from three items to eleven items. The open-
ended responses of question six did not yield clear data.
Close inspection of the question revealed that it v/as really
two questions rolled into one. The questions were separated
and made into two open-ended responses. All other ques-
tions appeared to be eliciting usable data.
Procedures of the Major Study
At the beginning of the Spring semester, February
1978, the experimenter started the process of locating sub-
jects and administering the questionnaires. It took longer
than anticipated to locate sixty subjects of v/hom twenty
might be Stage I teachers, twenty might be Stage II teach-
ers, and, twenty might be Stage III teachers as defined by
Fuller's system. The ideal procedure would have been to
administer all three questionnaires in a group setting.
However, the two hours it would have taken to do this,
made
it an unrealistic procedure. Since the TCQ and the
TCS both
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claim to measure developmental stages, it was assumed that
the order a subject did them in might affect the results.
Therefore, some subjects were asked to do the TCS first
while others were instructed to do the TCQ first to counter-
balance possible order effects.
The actual procedure was accommodated to each groups'
schedule. The University undergraduates were given all
three (Questionnaires to take home, fill out, and return
within a week. Sixteen out of thirty did so. The other
fourteen either never returned the questionnaires or report-
ed that they were lost or thrown away. No counterbalancing
was done with this group. It was possible for this exper-
imenter to administer the TCQ and the TCS in class, counter-
balanced, to forty Community College undergraduates. The
Experience Questionnaire was taken home, completed, and
returned on the appointed day by twenty subjects. Their
professor returned the Experience Questionnaires to the
experimenter. It v/as also possible for four inservice sub-
jects to meet as a group so that the TCS and the TCQ could
be administered, counterbalanced, by this investigator.
They took the Experience Questionnaire home and delivered
them to a teacher's mailbox on the appointed day. The exper-
imenter then picked up those four questionnaires. The
remaining inscrvice questionnaires, with written direction
for counterbalancing, were delivered by the investigator to
graduate students acting as resource people to teachers in
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the field. Fifty such packets were distributed by the
resource people; nineteen were returned. The experimenter
then picked the nineteen up from the resource people
. The
thirty-one inservice teachers who chose not to participate
did so because of time constraints.
Limitations of the Findings
The general izability of these results is limited by
the nature of the sample and the questionnaires used. In
the first place, only female teachers were included in the
sample. This was done because (l) the vast majority of
available teachers are female, and, (2) Fuller found that
there may be developmental differences between males and
females. Social science research in general has found sex-
differences and there was the possibility that the inclusion
of male teachers may have confounded the findings. I do
feel, however, that excluding male subjects limits the
usefulness of these results. A similar study using male
teachers should be done as soon as possible in order to
determine whether or not sex differences are significant to
teacher development. Another limitation of the sample is
that only preschool and elementary school teachers were
used. The general izability of these results to high school
teachers and college professors may be doubtful. However,
since it is important to determine whether or not these
groups exhibit a similar developmental pattern, it is impor-
tant that a study be done on these populations. The ages of
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the teachers involved in this study presents another pro-
blem. Since our oldest subject was forty-one, we have no
data on the population from forty- two to retirement. We
have no way of knowing which experiences are important as
one approaches retirement. Another significant limitation
is that we have included only teachers who are in the pro-
fession. Wliat of those who leave? What developmentally
significant experiences contribute to termination of a
teaching career? The major limitation of the sample can be
seen as the non-random selection of subjects. Most of the
subjects are white, middle-class females residing in a semi-
rural college town. This limitation was imposed because of
(l) lack of resources and (2) regional limitations on racial
and economic groups available. If the researcher had had
the financial freedom to go outside of western Massachu-
setts, a larger, more representative sample could have been
used. While it is true that many of the undergraduates come
from working class families, they themselves are upwardly
mobile, as their college attendance attests. While there
is a handful of black women included in the sample, we have
no way of knowing if, in fact, minority group teachers have
the same professional developmental pattern as majority
group teachers. We also have no way to determine if urban
teachers and rural teachers share similar professional devel-
opmental patterns. A national study with random stratified
sampling may produce different results but this is beyond
the scope of this study.
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The three questionnaires used also limit the general -
izability of the findings. The Teacher Concern Statement
has been standardized on over ten thousand teachers, how-
ever, it could still undergo some refinement. The validity
of the Teacher Concern Questionnaire is questionable. It
has not yet been determined if, in fact, the Self, Task,
and Impact dimensions do correspond to Stage I, II, and III.
The purpose of the Experience Questionnaire is to identify
experiences, not to measure them. The instrument is not
like a ruler but is rather like a microscope which can be
used to see that which otherwise remains unseen. It is pos-
sible that the types of experiences reported as significant
by these subjects may not be the ones reported by a differ-
ent sample. The weakness of the instruments cautions us
against gross generalizations.
However, acknowledging the limits to general izability
does not devalue the potential usefulness of the findings.
It is true that our sample may be non-representative of the
general population of teachers. Nevertheless, the subjects
used are part of that population. Knowing about them allows
understanding of that part of the population. Case, in
private communication v/ith this author, stated that the
Stage III responses of these subjects are some of the best
examples' she has ever seen. VJe could do worse than to ask
some of the most professionally developed teachers in the
country to report experiences that have been significant in
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"thsir d6velopni6n't
. Vi/h.il© w© gran.'t "th© r©la'tiv© w©akness oT
the instruments used, we also acknowledge that they are the
only ones available. They will continue to be modified as
more research is done. It is quite possible that, even in
their current form, they will produce information which is
useful to teacher educators. At present, teacher training
models are based on learning theories, or philosophical
positions, or particular methodological approaches. This
means that, as conceived, teacher training programs ignore
the impact of a teacher's own development. The possibility
of having a productive interface betv/een a program and a
trainee is left to chance. This author believes that once
a developmental taxonomy is available , even in a general
form, each model of teacher training will be able to incor-
porate it. Once developmental experiences are incorporated,
trainers will have more complete criteria for judging the
success of both the program and the trainee. This study is
seen as the first step in describing a taxonomy of experi-
ences v/hich are developmentally significant to teachers.
Many more years of research are necessary to clarify the
issues raised here.
CHAPTER IV
FINDINGS AND DISCUSSION
The results obtained from the data analysis fall into
three categories: (1) chi-sciuare statistics of significance
for relationships betv/een developmental stage level and var-
iables in the EQ, (2) chi square statistics of significance
for a number of relationships among variables in the EQ, and
( 3 ) a. validity check of the TCQ. The six questions which
guided the study will be presented sequentially. A presen-
tation of the findings will be augmented by a discussion of
their implications for each question. The validity of the
TCQ will then be discussed.
Context of the Results
The findings m.ust be considered in the light of cer-
tain factors. The following creates a context for the
results of this study. Thirty- three subjects scored in
Stage I, five subjects scored in Stage II, and, tv/enty-one
subjects scored in Stage III. A more even distribution of
subjects over stages had been anticipated. Thirty- three out
of the thirty-six undergraduates scored in Stage I. Curi-
ously, the three undergraduates v/ho did not score Stage I
scored Stage III instead of Stage II. This leaves Stage II
an almost empty category except for the five inservice
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teachers who scored in Stage II. We expected the more
advanced undergraduates and the less experienced inservice
teachers to he in Stage II, especially in this particular
sample. In this sample, there is a statistical relationship
between Stage and Years of Teaching Experience significant
at the .01 level. This means that we would expect less
experienced teachers to be in the lower stage and more exper-
ienced teachers to be in the higher stage. The five Stage
II teachers have taught four, seven, nine, fifteen, and
eighteen years, respectively. All Stage I teachers have
taught zero to two years. Stage III teachers have taught
zero to sixteen years. The teacher in our sample who has
taught the longest is in Stage II despite a very strong sta-
tistical improbability against this occurrence. There is
also a statistical relationship between Stage and Age, sig-
nificant at the .01 level. Not counting three scattered
cases, Stage I stops at age twenty- five in this sample, and
Stage III starts at age twenty-five. Yet, the five Stage II
teachers range in age from twenty-six to thirty-nine. The
Stage II subjects are in the same range and have taught as
long as the Stage III subjects. From what this data finds
about the relationship of age and years of teaching experi-
ence to Stage for this sample, we would expect that the
five
Stage II subjects would have scored in Stage III. What dif-
ferentiates the Stage II group from the Stage III group?
This question is not easy to answer with clarity
because of
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the sample size. The unique nature of the inservice teach-
ers has been explained, including the policy toward staff
development in the public school system. A more represen-
tative sample which included school systems without such a
strong staff development policy, probably would have resulted
in a more even distribution of subjects across stages. It
is interesting to note that four of the five (80%) Stage II
people are not enrolled as graduate students at the Univeri-
sity, compared to only four out of the twenty-one (19'%)
Stage III subjects. This Stage II trend of no university
affiliation may or may not be a clue to the differences
between the Stage II group and the Stage III group. Are
those Stage II people also the ones who are not involved in
the school system's staff development program? This is a
question to be answered by future research. Given v/hat we
now know, it is surprising that there are any Stage II sub-
jects at all in this sample. Beyond that, it is not clear
v/hy these particular five people did score in Stage II
instead of Stage III.
In addition to what can be said about a more represen-
tative sample yielding a more even distribution of subjects
across stages, this researcher must raise the more theore-
tical question of the definition of Stage II. Fuller
defines this stage in terms of the teacher's concern about
how pupils feel about her, what students are like and
whether students are learning what is being taught. Fuller
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also points out that there is a qualitative difference
between preservice and inservice development. Freservice
teachers are concerned about survival and adequacy. Inserv-
ice teachers are concerned with the teacher-learning pro-
cess, as well as developmental issues. Fuller also tells
us that inservice female teachers show little if any change
in their concerns over time. That is, it seems to be almost
impossible to move inservice teachers from Stage II to Stage
III. The implication here is that, once undergraduate work
is completed and a teacher starts working, she grows either
from Stage I to Stage II, or, from Stage I to Stage III. It
may be possible that Stage II is not a stage at all. That
is, it may not be necessary to go through Stage II to get
to Stage III. Recall that in our undergraduate sample,
those three subjects who did not score Stage I, all scored
Stage III. The major difference between Stage II and Stage
III seems to be their attitude toward the teaching-learning
process. Stage II teachers want to teach well so that
children will be good students. Stage III teachers want to
teach well so that children will be full of life. Is Stage
II really a stage? Or, does Stage II represent an alterna-
tive attitude that some inservice teachers hold? These
questions deserve further study.
Hypothesis One; Career Choice end Commitment
The first question deals with the issues of hov;
some-
committed to the teaching profession.one enters and becomes
5^
Til© hypctlissis was "thai; "tGaching is chos6n as a car©©!*
b©cause (1) it h©lps to actualiz© a p©rsonal goal id©ntifi©d
during th© t©©nag© y©ars and, (2) th© individual b©com©s
intimataly coininitt©d to that goal. Th© hypoth©sis was
based on th© assumption that a parson's choic© to bacome a
taachar is th© rasult of ©ithar intaractions with signifi-
cant othars, or th© prassur© of sociaty and cultura. This
assumption but not the hypothesis, is supported by the
experiences subjects reported as influential in their career
choice. Th© EQ Scoring Manual (Appendix IV) explains each
of th© categories of response that teachers reported as
significant in choosing teaching as a career. Th© table
below shov/s the relationship betv/een developmental stage and
reported reasons for choosing teaching as a career. The
most frequently reported categories are Children, Personal
and Others. Children and Others fall squarely into the
category of "significant others." Fifty- two and one-half
percent { 52 . 5fo) of the subjects chose teaching as a career
because of interactions with significant others. Society
and culture, reflected in the categories of Socio-Economic
Courses and Job, account for 10.2?^. The vast majority of
subjects who chose teaching for Personal reasons gave
reports such as, "I always v/anted to teach because I just
love children," The reason this is categorized Personal
instead of Children is because no specific interaction with
children is reported. However, one can develop a loving
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attitude toward children if (1) in her social mileau, it was
assumed that women love children, or, (2) her real experi-
ences with children were positive. In either case, socio-
cultural forces are at work. So, at least 89.8^ of the
subjects report choosing teaching as a profession because of
interactions with significant others or socio-cultural
pressures. VJhatever else might be said about why people go
into teaching, it seems fairly clear that social pressures,
role models, and real children are significant motivators.
It is interesting and surprising to note that there does
not seem to be a significant relationship between reasons
for choosing teaching as a career and one's developmental
stage, as the following Table shows. It is clear that there
is a fairly random relationship between Choice and Stage.
This might be encouraging for teacher educators because it
implies that, all else being equal, a training program built
on developmentally significant experiences could produce
mature teachers, regardless of their motivations for going
into the profession.
Our hynothesis was that these significant interactions
and social pressures would come to bear in the teenage years
and v/ould result in the individual declaring her profes-
sional decision. This hypothesis was not supported by the
data. Three different items on the EQ asked subjects if
they made a vocational decision during their teenage years,
VIVO6, VlVll, and V1V12 . (See Appendix III) Three differ-
ent responses v/ere obtained, as Table A shows.
FREQUENCY
OF
CAREER
DECISIONS
MADE
DURING
ADOLESCENCE
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VJhile 39 out of 59 subjects ( 66 . 1%) reported seeing
themselves in an occupational role during their teenage
years (vlv06)
, 45 claimed to have considered specific jobs
(vlvll), and 52 subjects (88.1^) reported adult career plans
(vlvl2) . Subject’s responses just were not consistent from
question to question. All that can be said is that between
66.1^ and 88.1% of the subjects in this sample made a career
decision in their teenage years. While 100% did eventually
become teachers, only 45.8% to 62.39^ of the subjects wanted
to be teachers when they were teenagers. The idea that
adult vocation is based on teenage plans is not supported by
these findings. Rather, these findings suggest that strong
social factors are at work which influence women to choose
teaching as a career, no matter what their teenage plans
were
.
The other part of this hypothesis dealt v/ith the per-
son's commitment to the profession. VJhen asked directly,
"Have you cimmitted yourself to an occupational course of
action despite personal hardship?" 57*6% of our sample
replied, "No," 35-6% said, "Yes," and, 6.8% did not respond.
On the other hand, when asked to report a significant exper-
ience which resulted in a deeper commitment, 49.2% did not
describe such an experience. The remaining 50.8% did report
a specific experience which helped them to be more committed
to teaching. Approximately one-third of the subjects
answered affirmatively when asked directly if they were
1'
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committed; one-half actually reported commitment experi-
enced. If one studies the Table below which lists the cate-
gories of Commitment Experiences which people report, it
becomes clear that social conditions, including significant
others, is again a very influential factor. As the Table
shows, social influences such as interactions with children
and others, particular training experiences and the general
atmosphere of the school, combined, account for 93.35S of
the significant experiences which affect a teacher's commit-
ment. There is a fairly random relationship between Stage
and Commitment.
TABLE 3
RELATIONSHIP BETl'JEEN STAGE AND FREQUENCY
OF REPORTED COtlMITrfflNT AND EXPERIENCES
Stage
Life
Crises
Social
Atmosphere Training Children Others
I 1 1 4 3 4
II 0 0 0 1 2
III 1 3 3 4 3
';/hat is noteworthy is that . 2% of all subjects do
not report a significant experience of commitment. Of
these, 69^ are in Stage I, 7^ are in Stage II, and 2h% are
in Stage III. VJhile there was no statistically significant
6o
relationship between developmental stage and Commitment,
there does seem to be a trend in the group of subjects that
did not respond. Sixty-nine percent of the subjects v/ho
did not report a significant Commitment experience are in
Stage I. Only 2^-% of Stage III subjects did not report an
experience of Commitment. This is in line with the develop-
mental theory. Stage I people, by definition, are concerned
about their own welfare. Considering that all Stage I sub-
jects are still undergraduates, they have had little, if
any, experience v/ith children. Compared to Stage III sub-
jects, they have a limited understanding of the needs of
children and the role of the teacher. It is predictable
that the vast majority of people v/ho do not report a Commit-
ment experience are in Stage I. Kov/ever, it is very curious
that one can reach the highest stage of development and
still report to be uncommitted. Explanations of this might
be found in the follov/ing reasons: (l)- the question in this
study relating to commitment are not the right Questions,
and therefore do not elicit relevant responses; (2) it is
not fashionable to admit commitment today; or, (3) a group
of people who v;ere pressured into their vocation by socio-
n 1 1
1
tu
r
a 1 forces really are not comjnitted to that profession.
It v/ould also be instructive to know what happends in Stage
II. Clearly, this is the point v/here those v/ho become
committed start to make the shift. Would Stage II subjects
also report heav;^" social influences'? Viould they be
6l
Q.ualitatively different from those reported by Stage III
subjects? Since one usually comes up for tenure during
their Stage II phase, does politics influence the develop-
ment of commitment? For now these questions must stand as
the foundation of future research. In any case, these
results show a trend but no statistical significance in the
relationship between developmental Stage and experiences of
Commitment. However, there is a statistically significant
relationship between marital status and commitment. If sub-
jects reported that they have committed themselves to the
teaching profession despite personal hardship (vlvl3) and if
they reported a Commitment experience, they were classified
as strongly committed. Persons responding positively to
only one of these questions were classified as having aver-
age commitment. Persons who gave no response or a negative
response v/ere classified as not committed. The table below
shows the relationship between commitment and marriage.
This relationship is significant at the .05 level.
TABLE 4
RELATIONSHIP BETVJESN LIARITAL STATUS AND COIE.ilTI.iENT
Commitment
Ever I-iarried
Yes No
Strong 16
None A 16
Average 3 ^
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on.© s'tudies "th© "tabl© ib can. b© s©©n 'tha'ti in "this
sampl©, 82.6 p©rc©n't of bh© woin©n who hav© ©v©r b©©n mar-
ri©d hav© a strong to av©rag© prof©ssional commitmont. On
th© oth©r hand, 55 *6 p©rc©nt of th© subj©cts who hav© n©v©r
b©©n marri©d hav© a strong to av©rag© commitmont . If v/©
focus on thos© who hav© no commitmont, w© s©© that 80 p©r-
c©nt of th©s© subj©cts hav© n©v©r b©©n marri©d as compar©d
to 20 p©rc©nt that has b©©n. Th© most that can b© said
about this statistically significant relationship is that,
in this sample, if on© has ever been married on© has a bet-
ter than average chance of having a strong to average pro-
fessional commitment and a better than average chance of
not falling into the category "not committed." Compara-
tively, in this sample, there is a better than average
chance that fewer of the never-marrieds will have strong
to average professional commitment and more will have no
commitment
.
There is also a relationship significant at the .05
level between Commitment and College Status. If we look at
the row- total in the table below, we can see that in this
sample, more freshman have a better than average chance of
reporting commitment experiences than the upperclassmen. It
might be that as undergraduates approach graduation, career-
related issues are not as pressing as they initially were.
Other life-demands may take priority. Commitment seems to
reach its peak in those subjects of this sample who are
enrolled in graduate school. Inservice teachers not
enrolled
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in graduate school, seem to have a better than average
chance of reporting Commitment experiences more frequently
than either juniors or seniors but less frequently than
fre shman
.
TABLE 5
RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN COLLEGE STATUS AND CORTMITMENT
College
Status Crises
School
Atmosphere College Kids Social
Freshman 0 0 0 4 3
Junior 0 0 3 0 0
Senior 1 1 1 0 0
In Class
Graduate 1 3 2 3 3
None 0 0 1 1 3
The question that this statistically significant relation-
ship raises is: If there is a relationship between College
Status and Commitment, and if there is a relationship between
College Status and Stage (see Appendix V for this table)
then why is there no significant relationship between Stage
and Commitment? At this point, the question must stand as
a challenge to future research.
It does seem that both career choice and career com-
mitment are strongly influenced by social experiences such
as interaction with children and colleagues, role models.
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training and the on-the-job atmosphere of a school. In
summary, however, the data does not support Hypothesis One.
Teaching does not seem to be chosen as a career because it
actualizes a teenage goal. Although lOQ percent of the sub-
jects in this study are teachers, only 45.8 percent to 62.3
percent of them wanted to be teachers when they were teen-
agers. There seem to be other factors which strongly
influence a person's choice to become a teacher. In addi-
tion, the data did not support the idea that one becomes
intimately committed to the teaching profession. VJhile
there is a trend of increasing commitment from Stage I to
Stage III, there is no statistical significance in the
relationship between stage level and reported commitment.
On the other hand, there is a statistically significant
relationship between marital status and commitment, as v/ell
as between college status and commitment. The hypothesis,
that teaching is chosen as a career because it helps actua-
lize a teenage goal to v/hich the individual has become com-
mitted, is not supported.
H^roothesis II; Faith in Ability
The second question deals with the issue of self-
confidence. The hypothesis is that professional development
is contingent on the teacher thinking that she has the
ability to do the job. To determine whether or not a
teacher trusts herself to do the job, three questions were
asked: (l) Do you trust yourself to handle the academic
needs of a classroom of children? (2) Do you trust yourself
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to handle the discipline problems of a classroom of chil-
dren? and, (3) Do you trust yourself to handle the emotional
needs of a classroom of children? (See Appendix III:
v2v01-v2v03 . ) Subjects are said to trust themselves if
they answered, "Yes” to each. Subjects were said to doubt
themselves if they said, "No" to each. A subject giving
responses of both yes and no was said to have ambiguous
self- trust. It should be pointed out that I do not ask the
subject if she is competent in actual practice. The goal
here is to determine whether or not the teacher feels that
she is generally able to cope with being a teacher. The
relationship between Stage and Trust was significant at the
.06 level. The statistical indication is that there is no
significant relationship between these variables. The hypo-
thesis that development is contingent on self-trust seems
to be unsupported. However, when the distribution of sub-
jects is considered, a definite trend is apparent.
TABLE 6
RELATIONSHIP BETV/EEN STAGE AND TRUST
Stage Self Trust Ambiguous Trust
I 25 8
II 5 0
III 21 0
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It IS clear that all of the subjects in the higher stages
trust themselves. All of the eight subjects who report
ambiguous trust are in Stage I. While the relationship is
significant at the .06 level, it may be that this pronounced
trend would result in significance at the .05 level if a
larger sample were used. The results of this study do show
a strong trend, but not a statistically significaint rela-
tionship, between Stage and Trust. The essay ciuestion
related to Trust is that of Faith. There is no statisti-
^^Ily significant relationship between either Faith and
Stage, or, Faith and Trust. What is interesting here is
the categories of experiences that people report as signi-
ficant in their development of self- trust, as shown in the
table below.
TABLE 7
ABSOLUTE AIJD RELATIVE FREQUENCY
OF CATEGORIES OF FAITH
Experience Categories Absolute Frequency Percentage
No Response 10 16.9
Classroom 19 32.2
Child 12 20.3
Supervisor 11 18.6
Self 7 11.9
The most frequently reported category’’ is Classroom which
accounts for 39^ ol* responses. The next most frequently
6?
rGpor'tGd. caliGgoriGs ar© Child and SupGrvisor, which accoun't
for 25^ and 22% of the responses, respectively. If we think
of the Child category as a variation on the Classroom cate-
gory, then actual classroom interactions account for 64% of
the experiences reported as significant in the person's
development of self-trust. It is only sensible that one's
self-confidence as a teacher has its roots in successful
classroom experiences. In light of this, it is surprising
that supervisors seem to play such an important role in this
sample. A full 22% of the experiences, reported to be im-
portant to a teacher's realization that she could trust her-
self, involve the supervisor's statement of appreciation,
support, or faith in the teacher's ability. We would expect
that Stage I teachers would be more dependent on super-
visors (trainers) than the more experienced teacher, but
this is not the case. As Table 8 shows, three out of
twenty-four (12.5^) sill Stage I subjects report signifi-
cant interactions with supervisors, while seven out of
twenty ( 36 . 8%), or three times as many. Stage III subjects
report such experiences. Why should the more mature
teacher refer to supervisors more than the less mature
teacher? One explanation could be that, in a system where
the administration is concerned with staff development,
those administrators simply have more of an impact on
the
teachers. In. any case, real, on-the-job experiences with
the classroom, the children, and supervisors,
account for
68
86% of the Faith reports.
If there is no apparent relationship between Stage and
Trust, does self-confidence play any role at all in a
teacher's life? The answer is, yes. We anticipated a rela-
tionship between a person's self- trust and her ability to
set goals and follow through on them, including manipulat-
ing others to achieve the goals. (See Appendix III v4v08
and v4v09
. ) The word manipulation has taken on a negative
quality in educational circles today. For our purposes,
manipulation shall mean nothing more or less than skillful
management. Once a teacher has set her academic, discipli-
nary, emotional, or social goals for the children, she must
be able to skillfully manage the physical and social envi-
ronment in order to achieve the goals. In our sample, the
people who said that they did trust themselves also reported
no difficulty in setting goals, following through on them,
and manipulating people in order to achieve their goals.
In fact, for the subjects who trust themselves, there is a
relationship between planning and manipulating which is sig-
nificant at the .01 level.
In summary, although the present findings do not sup-
port the hypothesis that professional development is con-
tingent on the teacher thinking that she has the ability
to
do the job, there is a very strong trend in that direction.
All of the subjects in the higher stages report that they
do trust themselves! the only reports of
ambiguous trust
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came from Stage I , This follows from what was found about
the types of experiences that subjects reported as being
significant to their faith in themselves. These reports
indicate that experiences in real classrooms, with real
children and real administrators seem to be most important
to self-confidence. Of course, these are the very experi-
ences which undergraduates have the least. For teacher
trainers, this might mean that the trend toward providing
early and continued on-the-job experiences for undergradu-
ates is very appropriate. ViJhile professional development,
as such, has no apparent relationship to self-trust, there
is a statistically significant relationship between thinking
you can do the job and reporting that you are doing the job.
In this sample, those who have confidence in themselves can
set their goals, and follow through on them without feeling
that they go too far in manipulating other people.
Hypothesis III: Balance of Power
The third question deals with the issue of the balance
of power between a teacher's autonomous behavior and the
administrative structure. The hypothesis is that profes-
sional development is contingent on the teacher thinlving
that there is an equitable balance of power between
herself
and the administration. When asked to describe a
signifi-
cant experience in which the teacher differred
from the
regular way of doing things, a full 70 percent of
the sam-
ple did not respond. Cf this 70 percent, 68
percent were in
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S'ts.g© I» 27 pGrcent werG in Si^agG III and 5 psrcGn't wgtg
StagG II. Not surprisingly, thG vast majority of thosG who
did not rGspond wGrG thosG with thG iGast GxpGriGncG. What
is surprising is that 27 percGnt of our Stags III subjGcts
chosG not to rGspond to this quGstion. Somo Stags III sub-
jscts sxplainsd that thsy just could not think of an sxam-
pls. 0ns said that shs was not comfortabls answsring ths
qusstion. But most subjscts simply Isft ths pags blank with
no sxplanation. Only thirty psrcsnt of our sampls, that is
si^tssn subjscts rsspondsd to ths Equity sssay qusstion.
Sines ths rssponss sampls is so small it is difficult to
get any clarity on the issue. Nonetheless, the findings
will be presented.
The categories of responses to the Equity essay are
listed and explained in Appendix IV. As might have been
expected, the most frequently reported category for Stage I
was 'non- influential' with three out of five subjects. The
most frequently reported category for Stage III was 'covert'
with three out of ten subjects. Although there seems to be
a trend here from being non- influential in Stage I, to
adopting a strategy in Stage III to equalize the power
balance, there was no statistical significance between
Stage
and Equity. The issue was approached again via
the yes/no
responses of the EQ. In order to determine if the
subject
saw her relationship with the administration as
equitable
or unequitable, the following questions were
asked: (l) Are
you free to express yourself with your
supervisor? (v3v08 )
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and, (2) Is your supervisor free to express him/herself with
you? (v3v09) Those who answered 'yes' to both questions
were classified as having an equitable relationship. All
other responses were classified unequitable. As a result,
84.7 percent of the sample was categorized as having an
equitable relationship. However, this researcher suspects
that this two-way communication is not as widespread as was
reported. If it were, it would be difficult to explain why
70 percent of the group chose not to give am example in the
essay q.uestion. Such a discrepancy between the forced
choice and the essay questions suggest that either the sub-
jects were not accurately reporting, or that the questions
asked were not well constructed, or both.
There was a statistical relationship, significant at
the .01 level, bet\veen answers to the question, "Does the
administration trust you?" (vlv08) and a teacher's placement
in the equitable/unequitable categories. The table below
shows the relationship. One seems to have a better- than-
average chance of reporting two-way communication if she
reports that the administration trusts her.
TABLE 8
TEACHERS
'
IT
PERCEPTIONS OF ADMINISTRATORS' TRUST AS
RELATES TO CHANNELS OF COMTUNICATION
Channels of Communication Does the administration
trust you?
vpc; No No Resronse
Equitable 44 0
6
1 Unequitable 3 1 ^
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In summary
,
"the responses to the essay and forced
choice questions dealing with Equity were so erratic that
it is difficult to offer any meaningful inferences. No
statistically significant relationship was found between
Stage and Equity. The hypothesis, that development is
contingent on the teacher thinking that there is an equitable
relationship between her autonomous behavior and the power
structure, was not supported. There was a trend, however,
from a non- influential and, therefore, totally inequitable
position, to a more equitable one where some strategy is
adopted by the teacher to equalize the balance of power. A
statistically significant relationship was obtained between
a teacher's reporting that the administration trusts her and
her reporting that there is an equitable relationship between
the administration and herself.
Hyrothesis Four; Control
The fourth question deals with the issue of managing
the environment in order to reach particular goals. We
are concerned v;ith whether or not a teacher reports that she
can set goals and that she will attempt to influence the
necessary people when following through on her plans. The
hypothesis is that development is contingent on the teacher
knowing .that she is in control of her classroom. The first
noteworthy finding concerns the essay reports. Subjects
were asked to think of a time when they realized that they
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could stay on top of any classroom situation (see Appendix
III, question IV. B.). I thought that the question v/as suf-
ficiently general to allov/ people to consider any situations
affected their classroom, including dealings v/ith par-
ents or colleagues. As the table below shows, teachers
almost exclusively focussed on intra-classroom happenings.
For future research, this question should be changed so that
subjects can report interclassroom and extraclassroom exper-
iences. This should be done because as it is, the question
seems to compel subjects to report only one type of experi-
ence which deals exclusively with events confined to the
classroom. VJe would like to know more about how the teacher
responds to other forces which influence her decision-making
powers in her professional, activities. For example, what
kind of initiative is used when the administration does not
provide funds for the teacher to purchase curriculum mate-
rial v/hich v/ould facilitate her goals? Hov/ v/ould the
teacher deal with a parent-group which makes demands anti-
thetical to her goals? Has she ever had an experience which
allows her to learn that she is in control of her own life
and that her choices and her behavior can have an Lmpact on
those around her? The absolute and relative frequencies of
the various types of Control experiences reported are pre-
sented in the following table. Forty percent of the sample
did not give a report. Of those tv/enty-four subjects, nine-
teen were Stage I, one was Stage II and, four were
Stage
III. Cf the thirty-five subjects who did respond, the
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TABLE 9
ABSOLUTE AND RELATIVE FREQUENCY
OF CATEGORIES OF CONTROL
Categories of Control Absolute Frequency Percentage
No Response 24 40.7
Adults 4 6.8
Discipline 18 30.5
Child Centered 2 3.4
Teaching 5 8.5
Head Teacher 6 10.2
most frequently reported category v;as "discipline." Coping
with discipline problems of a single child or a whole class
is reported as much by Stage III teachers as by Stage I
teachers, and accounts for 51*4 percent of all control
reports. Teacher educators might take the initiative here
and provide more systematic training in this area. In the
past, courses in "classroom management" include discipline
among many other issues such as planning the day and moti-
vating children. Rarely is the undergraduate exposed to
an
in-depth look at discipline techniques. Since undergradu-
ates have the least experience, it is not surprising
that
nineteen of the twenty- four non-respondents are
Stage I
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subjects. The results suggest that a more purposeful focus
on discipline in the classroom along with field experiences
might be developmentally appropriate for teachers- in-
training.
In order to determine if teachers did report that
they manipulated the environment to achieve their goails,
Questions v5v04, v4v06, v4v07» and v4v08 were tabulated. A
new variable called "manipulation" was created. A teacher
who reported that she could set and follow through on goails,
preferred to work with others, and who did not feel uneasy
trying to get adults and children to do what she wanted,
was classified as a "healthy manipulator." All others were
classified "reluctant manipulator." There were no statis-
tically significant relationships between "manipulation" and
v3v07, v3v05» Equity, v6v02. Skills, or Trust. Neither was
there a statistically significant relationship between Stage
and "manipulation," v4v06, v4v07, or v4v08. There was a
relationship significant at the .05 level between Stage and
v5v04. This isolated relationship sheds no light on the
hypothesis under consideration. No strong trends were dis-
cernable in the data. The findings do not support the hypo-
thesis that development is contingent on the teacher knowing
that she is in control of her classroom. hTiat is very clear
is that', of the various types of experiences reported,
classroom discipline is the most cited category.
This researcher feels that the lack of significant
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statistics and discernable trends can only be explained in
terms ox the questions asked. The essay question needs to
be changed so that different types of experiences can be
reported. It may also be possible that the forced choice
questions do not clearly focus on the issues of teacher ini-
tiative, goal-setting and follow-through. They should be
reconstructed. Informal feedback from subjects indicate
that the essay and forced choice questions on Control crea-
ted feelings of uneasiness. Perhaps emotionally loaded
words like manipulation, competition and control should be
replaced by words v/hich present the concepts in a more sub-
tle, and therefore more acceptable, fashion.
H-^roo thesis Five; On-the-Job
Skills and Preferences
The fifth question deals with the issue of professional
cooperation. The hypothesis is that development is contin-
gent on the teacher seeing herself as a skilled member of
the educational process whose com.petencies are complemented
by those of others. It v/as anticipated that a teacher's
goals and means of achieving them are eventually coordi-
nated with the other human resources available to her. The
essay question asked subjects to report on skills and pre-
ferences on the job. Twenty-nine subjects (49. did not
respond to this essay. Of these, tv/enty-two are Stage I,
one is Stage II, and six are Stage III. Since Stage I sub-
jects are the least skilled, it is not surprising that they
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are the group which responds least to this essay. Of the
thirty subjects ( 50 . 8%) who did respond, the most fre-
quently reported categories are "contribute” and "partner-
ship." The table below shows the categories of Skills
according to Stage. The relationship between Stage and
Skills is statistically significant at the .05 level. Hypo-
thesis five is supported by these findings.
In terms of percentages, more Stage I people report
in the "contribute" category than any other stage. Stage I
subjects report the "colleague" category as frequently as
they do "contribute." Stage I subjects, true to their
stage definition, report their own benefit (learning from
colleagues) equally as frequently as the "contribute" cate-
gory. This is expectable according to Fuller's develop-
mental definitions. Stage I teachers are concerned with
their ability to survive and to do the job. Experiences
which help one to know what one's abilixies are, seem to
be important. Also, acknowledging those people who help
in learning survival skills underlines the importance of
these experiences. The implication for teacher educators
is that the undergraduate needs classroom experiences in
order to determine if she is developing skills which bene-
fit the children. Apparently, interactions with peers is
also a significant growth experience for undergraduates.
Undergraduates seem to need time to exercise developing
skills, to determine if they do in fact benefit the children,
as well as opportunities to exchange ideas with their
classmates
.
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Stage III teachers report Contribute as frequently
as Stage I subjects. However, Partnership" is reported
almost tv/ice as often as Contribute in Stage III. True to
the Fuller stage definition, Stage III teachers are primar-
ily concerned with experiences of working with others in
order to facilitate personal development for the benefit of
the children. Inservice programs might do their Stage III
clients a service if opportunities for v/orking with others
are provided. A v/ord should be said about the five Stage II
subjects. Only one reported a Contribute experience;
none reported either Partnership or Colleagues. Stage II
people reported least frequently in those categories v/hich
were most frequently reported in Stage I and III. VJhat is
interesting is that, true to stage definition, these teach-
ers reported experiences v/ith children most often. This
stage is concerned with v/hat children are like and v;hat
children are learning. Reporting experiences in which chil-
dren's skills and knowledge are acknowledged seems to be a
direct extention of this concern. Another noteworthy detail
is that these Stage II subjects are loners v;hen it comes
to acknov;ledging or interacting with adult co-workers.
Recall that they also were the ones who were least involved
v;ith University graduate programs. VJhat is it about these
Stage II teachers that makes them focus their concerns
and
experiences on the children to the exclusion of al^ others.
If there is no room for other adults to have input,
no
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wonder it is so difficult to move people from Stage II to
Could it be possible that inservice courses
which focus exclusively on characteristics of children and
their relationship to their teacher would attract Stage II
teachers and facilitate their development? The fit between
stage definition and types of experiences reported for
Stages I, II, and III illustrates the statistically signi-
ficant relationship between these two variables and supports
the hypothesis that development is contingent on the teacher
knowing that her skills are complimented by those of others.
Hypothesis Six: Goals
The sixth question deals with the issues of personal
satisfaction with one's lot in life and one's career choice.
The hypothesis is that development culminates in a sense of
deep caring for one's own life and the life of the children.
The relationship between Stage and Care is significant at
the .01 level. The hypothesis is supported. This essay
question asked subjects to report an experience which helped
them to become more aware of what they had to to do achieve
their goals for the children. Thirty-one subjects (52.5/^)
did not respond. Of these, twenty-three were Stage I, one
was Stage II and seven were Stage III. Since the Stage I
teachers have no jobs and, therefore, no classroom, it is
not surprising that two-thirds of the group also report no
Care experience. Although ten of the thirty- three Stage I
the question, sixty percent do so tosubjects do respond to
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report that they have not had a significant experience in
this area because they are still orienting themselves to
being a teacher
. All four of the Stage II teachers who
responded to this essay gave experiences which are in the
On-the-Job category. Even though previous responses indi-
cate that these teachers tend to be loners, v/hen it comes
to clarifying their goals, co-v/orkers seem to play a deci-
sive role. The Stage III subjects report the University
category most frequently. (See Appendix IV for definition.)
The Personal category is the second most frequently
reported category in Stage III responses. In line with the
developmental theory, University and Personal emphasize
self-development and serving the children. The statistically
significant relationship between Stage and Care is reflected
in the types of experiences reported in each stage. ^Stage I
subjects tyi^ically do not report developmentally signifi-
cant Care experiences. Stage II subjects reported on-the-
job interactions which helped to clarify goals for the chil-
dren. Stage III teachers reported experiences which sup-
port their ov/n professional development and experiences
v/hich made them aware of their role in the development of
the child. The hypothesis that development culminates in a
sense of deep caring for oneself and the lives of the chil-
dren is supported by the data.
Validity Check of the TCQ
Several statistical procedures v/ere used to run the
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validity check on the Teacher Concerns Questionnaire. First,
a Pearson correlation was done to determine if the Self,
Task and Impact dimensions on the TCQ were independent of
each other. Second, a oneway analysis of variance was per-
formed to determine if each of the TCQ dimensions correlated
to a specific Fuller stage. Third, a one-way analysis of
variance was performed to test the presence of counterbal-
ancing effects of the TCQ and the TCS
.
It was important to determine if Self, Task, and
Impact were independent of each other because theoretically,
they measure different stages of development. If in fact,
they are not independent, then we cannot assume that they
do measure distinct phenomena. The relationships between
Task and Self, Task and Impact, and. Self and Impact, were
all significant at the .001 level. The correlation coeffi-
cients were . 63 » . 48 , and .44 respsctively . The statistics
are translated into the three scattergrams below to illus-
trate the relationships betv/een Self, Task and Impact. A
visual inspection clearly shows a positive linear relation-
ship existing in each of the three graphs. This means that
as scores on one dimension go higher so do scores on the
second dimension. If the three dimensions were independent,
the scattergrams would illustrate a negative linear rela-
tionship so that high scores on one dimension would be cor-
related with low scores on the second dimension. For
exam-
ple, a subject could score from zero to fifty on each of the
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dimensions. A high score of forty- five on Self would theo-
retically be accompanied by significantly lower scores on
Task and Impact. However, this is not the case in this
study. The Pearson correlation does not support the notion
that the dimension of Self, Task and Impact are independent
of each other. This may or may not be reflective of the
questionnaire itself. These results may be unique to this
sample. There are many questions which would not differen-
tiate pre service and inservice teachers in this community,
even though they may do so in other communities. For exam-
ple, when asked, "Do you have too many non- instructional
duties?" inservice teachers can ansv/er negatively because
in this system they do not. Freservice teachers can answer
negatively because their laboratory school experiences maxi-
mizes their instructional duties. There are many questions
of this type that would not differentiate between the sub-
jects of this study because of the nature of the sample.
It would seem that to effectively utilize the questiomiaire
,
the dimensions should obtain more clarity
.
Our second procedure, a oneway analysis of variance,
v/as done to determine if the dimensions of the TCQ corre-
lated to the Fuller stages. Theoretically, a high score
on Self would be correlated with Stage I, a high score on
Task v/ould be correlated with Stage II, and, a high score
on Impact v;ould be correlated with Stage III. wJhen tne
variable Self was related to Stage a statistical significance
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of .001 v/as obtained. This analysis supports the notion
that the Self dimension on the TCQ is correlated to Fuller
Stage I. Hov/ever, no such statistical significance obtains
for either the relationship betv/een Stage II and Task, or
the relationship between Stage III and Impact. The data
indicates that Stages I, II and III scored very similarly
on both the Task and Impact dimensions. The statistics lead
us to the conclusion that, for these subjects the TCQ Self
dimension is correlated to Stage I but that the TCQ Task and
Impact dimensions are not correlated to the corresponding
Fuller stages. In light of the findings that the Self, Task,
and Impact dimensions are not independent, it is not sur-
prising that the dimensions do not parallel the Fuller
stages. The oneway analysis of variance indicates that
only Stage I and Self are correlated in this study.
The third procedure was a oneway analysis of variance
to test the counterbalancing effects of the TCQ and the TCS
.
It was anticipated that a subject's response to these intru-
ments may be effected by the order in which they were com-
nleted. Three groups were formed as follows: (1) Group I
v;ith twenty-one subjects v/ho did the TCS first, (2) Group II
v/ith nineteen subjects who did the TCQ first, and, (3) ^roup
III v/ith nineteen subjects which acted as a control group,
i.e. subjects decided v/hich cuestionnaire to do j.irst and
this information was not collected by the researcher. Group
III v/as composed entirely of preservice teachers, oecause
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they were the ones to receive the questionnaires first. The
other two groups were composed equally of pre service and
inservice teachers. There were no statistically significant
results when the TCQ Self, Task and Impact dimensions were
related to the counterbalancing groups. Hov/ever, there
was a chi square relationship, significant at the .05 level,
between TCS Stage and the counterbalanced groups. The sig-
nificance, however, lies in the control group which is com-
posed entirely of preservice teachers. Apparently, the
order in which the undergraduates of this study did the TCS
and the TCQ is significant. The nature of that signifi-
cance should be clarified in future research.
In summary, the results of this study indicate that
the Self, Task and Impact dimensions of the TCQ appear to
not be independent of each other. However, it is not cer-
tain that these same results would obtain with a more stra-
tified sample. The TCQ appears to not be a totally valid or
invalid instrument. The Self dimension does correlate v/ith
Fuller Stage I. The Task and Impact dimensions do not cor-
relate to the respective Fuller stages. It may be possible
that once the dimensions are made to be independent of each
other, there will be a closer approximation to stage corre-
lation. The order in which the TCS and the TCQ are com-
pleted does not appear to effect the response of Stage II
or Stage III teachers. However, it seems to make a differ-
ence to Stage I teachers. Because they were a control
group,
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the nature of the difference remains unknown until further
research is performed. All indications are that the TCQ
could be developed into an instrument that could accurately
measure Stage level
.
Summary
The purpose of this study is to investigate the rela-
tionship betv/een a teacher's stage of development and var-
ious other variables. The results of this investigation are
interpreted within the parameters of some of these relation-
ships. Thirty- three subjects scored in Stage I, five
scored in Stage II and twenty-one scored in Stage III. Chi-
square statistics, significant at the .01 level, were found
between Stage and Age, and, Stage and Years of Teaching
Experience. Teachers over the age of twenty- five with more
than tv/o years of teaching experience scored at Stage II or
III. Teachers under age twenty-five with less than t^vo years
of teaching experience scored at Stage I. A more even dis-
tribution of subjects over stages had been anticipated.
This skev/ed distribution could be attributed to the unique-
ness of this particular sample. Because Stage II resulted
in being an almost empty category, the researcher questioned
why. The questioning revealed certain characteristics of
the Stage II teachers in this sample. The Stage II teacher
appeared to be a bit detached from colleagues and formal
professional study. She did not involve herself in degree-
oriented graduate study as much as Stage III teachers. It
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is not clear whether or not she voluntarily enrolls in non-
degree oriented inservice programs. When asked to report
skills and preferences on-the-job, she does not report as
if she sees herself and her classroom in relationship to
other teachers and other classrooms. Rather, she focuses on
the contributions that she and her children make to their
particular classroom, and, on whether or not the children
are learning what she is teaching. She seems to prefer
relating to children almost exclusively. Cooperative work-
ing relationships with colleagues do not appear to be as
significant to the Stage II teacher as relationships with
students. However, when asked to report experiences that
helped her to become aware of what needed to be done to
achieve her goals for the children, she reported on-the-job
interactions with co-workers more than any other category.
Although the Stage II teacher does not actively seek advice
from colleagues, interactions with colleagues seem to be
important in helping her to clarify exactly what it is that
she wants to accomplish in her exclusive relationship with
the children. Another issue related to Stage II deals with
the development of commitment to the profession. Stage II
teachers, not enrolled in graduate school reported Commit-
ment experiences more frec^uently than undergraduate upper
classmen but less frequently than freshmen and inservice
graduate students. It still is not clear how or why a
teacher can score in Stage II and still not report
that she
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is committed to her profession. Given the intense concern
with the children and their learning, this researcher won-
ders why Commitment experiences are not reported with more
frequency in this stage. The general context of the
results, then is defined by the relationships between Stage
and Age, Stage and Years of Teaching Experience, the dis-
tribution of subjects across stages, and the characteristics
of the Stage II teachers.
Hypothesis one was that teaching is chosen as a career
because (1) it helps to actualize a personal goal identi-
fied during the teen-age years and, (2) the individual
becomes intimately committed to that goal. The data did
not support the hypothesis. Teaching was chosen as a career
by 89.9^ of the subjects because of social pressures, role
models and experiences with real children. However, the
data did not support the notion that these social factors
came to bear in the teenage years. The percentage of sub-
jects v/ho made career decisions in their teens was betv/een
66.1?^ and 88. IJ^. Of these, between 45.8^ and 62.3?^ chose
to become teachers. The idea that adult vocation is based
on teenage plans is not supported by these findings. Rather,
they suggest that strong social factors are at work which
influence v/omen to choose teaching as a career despite
their teenage plans. On the other hand, there was no sta-
tistically significant relationship between Stage and
Choice. This may indicate that teacher development could
be
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facilitated by teacher educators who provide developmentally
significant training. When the factors which influence
Commitnient are examined, we again find that social experi-
ences seem to be most significant. Reports of interactions
with children and others, training experiences, and the
general atmosphere of the school, account for 93.3^ of the
experiences which affect a teacher's commitment. No sta-
tistically significant relationship was found between Stage
and Commitment. The subjects who reported that they had not
committed themselves despite personal hardships accounted
for 57 *6?^ of the sample. However, this high percentage was
belied by the fact that only 49.2% of the subjects failed to
report a Commitment experience. Of the 49.2% of the sub-
jects who did not report a Commitment experience. 69% are
Stage I, 7% are Stage II, and 24% are Stage III. Although
no statistical significance was obtained, there is a trend
in those subjects who did not respond to the Commitment
essay question. In accord with the development theory
,
those teachers who are most concerned with their own ade-
quacy and survival, do not report Commitment experiences 69/<»
of the time, while those teachers who are committed to the
welfare of the children, i.e., Stage III, account for only
24% of the non-respondents . However, it is curious
that
one can reach the highest stage of development and still
report to be uncommitted. Although no statistically
signi-
ficant relationships were found between Stage and
Commitment,
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chi-square statistics, significant at the .05 level were
found between Commitment and marital status, and. Commit-
ment and college status. Subjects who have ever been mar-
ried account for 82.6^ of those who report average to strong
commitment, while 55 *6?^ of subjects who have never been
married report average to strong commitment. Eighty percent
iS0%) of subjects reporting no commitment have never been
married. Freshmen report more Commitment experiences than
upperclassmen; inservice, non-matriculating subjects report
fewer Commitment experiences than freshmen but more than
upperclassmen; inservice matriculating students report Com-
mitment experiences more frequently than any other group.
In summary. Hypothesis One was not supported by the data.
Apparently, teaching was not chosen by these subjects to
actualize a career goal set in their teenage years. Instead,
teaching seemed to have been chosen at some other time, in
response to social pressures, role models, and experiences
with children. Consequently, there was no statistically
significant relationship between Stage and Commitment. Of
the 49 • 2/S of subjects who did not report Commitment experi-
ences there was a trend showing Stage I teachers reporting
fewer Commitment experiences than Stage III teachers.
Although a statistically significant relationship was
obtained- neither between Stage and Choice, nor between
Stage and Commitment, significance at the .05 level did
occur between Commitment and marital status, and
Commitment
and college status.
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Hypoth©sis two was that professional development is
contingent on the teacher thinking that she has the ability
to do the job, regardless of actual performance. The rela-
tionship between Stage and Trust was significant at the .06
level indicating a very strong trend but no statistical sig-
nificance. All subjects in the higher stages reported that
they trusted themselves as teachers. All eight subjects
v/ho are unsure of themselves are from Stage I. Perhaps a
larger sample would transform this pronounced trend into a
statistically significant relationship between Stage and
Trust. There is a statistically significant relationship at
the .01 level between Trust and the teacher's reported abi-
lity to set goals and manipulate the physical and social
environment to achieve them. Regardless of stage level,
those teachers who have confidence in themselves can set
their goals and follow-through on them, without feeling that
they go too far in manipulating other people. Apparently,
the self-confidence comes from the doing. V/hile the find-
ings do not support the hypothesis that professional devel-
opment is contingent on a teacher thinking that she has the
ability to do the job, there is a very pronounced trend in
this direction. And, thinlcing that one has the ability
seems to depend on one's judgment of real performance.
Hypothesis three v/as that professional development is
contingent on the teacher thinl^ing that there is an equi-
betv/een herself and the administration.table balance of power
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No statistically significant relationship was obtained
between Stage and the Equity essay question. The hypothesis
was not supported. However, there was a relationship sig-
^ii'icant at the .01 level between a teacher's report that
the administration trusts her and her report that there is
an equitable relationship between them. Apparently, equi-
table relationships are based on the administrator's trust
of the teacher. The essay question did reveal, a slight
trend from teachers feeling non- influential in Stage I to
Stage III teachers adopting a covert strategy to equalize
the balance of power. Thirty percent of the subjects
responded to this essay. On the other hand, the forced-
choice responses resulted in 84.7^ of the subjects report-
ing an equitable relationship between self and administra-
tor. The disparity betv/een the forced-choice and the essay
questions suggests that either the subjects were not report-
ing accurately, or, that the questions were not well con-
structed, or both.
The fourth hypothesis was that development is contin-
gent on the teacher knowing that she is in control of her
classroom. The data did not support the hypothesis. No
trends were obssrved and no statistically significant rela-
tionships v/ere obtained in either the essay question or the
forced-choice questions. Although no relationships were
found between Stage and a teacher knowing that she is in
control of her classroom, it seems that a teacher judges
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that she is jji control when discipline is no longer an
issue for her. These results indicate that the EQ needs
modification. It seems that the forced-choice questions
did not clearly focus on the control issues such as teacher
initiative, goads and means of achieving them. The essay
question needs to he restructured so that a wider variety
of experiences can he reported.
Hypothesis five was that development is contingent on
the teacher knowing that her skills are complimented hy
those of others. The hypothesis was supported hy the data.
The relationship between Stage and Skills is significant at
the .05 level. Stage I subjects responded less frequently
to this question than other teachers did. However, when
they did respond, they reported "contribute" experiences
which illustrate their abilities, and "colleague" experi-
ences which helped them to learn survival skills. Stage III
teachers responded more frequently to this question than
other teachers. They reported "contribute" experiences
which illustrated their concern for the child’s growth, and
"oartnership" experiences which enhanced their own develop-
ment which, in turn, benefitted the child. Stage II sub-
jects reported least frequently in those categories which
were most popular with Stages I and III. True to stage
definition. Stage II teachers reported experiences
which
illustrated their concern for what the children are
like
and what the children are learning.
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The sixth hypothesis was that development culminates
in a sense of deep caring for one's own life and the life of
children. The relationship between Stage and Care is sig-
^ificant at the .01 level; the hypothesis is supported.
Stage I subjects typically do not report developmental l y
significant Care experiences. Stage II subjects reported
on-the-job interactions which helped to clarify goals for
the children. Stage III teachers reported experiences which
support their own professional development and experiences
which made them aware of their role in the development of
the child. The hypothesis that development culminates in a
sense of deep caring for oneself and for the lives of the
children is supported by the data.
The results of the validity check of the Teacher Con-
cerns Questionnaire did not support the notion that the
Self, Task and Impact dimensions are independent of each
other. The Pearson Correlation showed significance at the
.001 level for a positive linear relationship between these
dimensions. A oneway analysis of variance showed a rela-
tionship between the Self dimension and Stage I, signifi-
cant at the .001 level. This supports the notion that the
TCQ Self dimension is correlated to Fuller Stage I. How-
ever, no such statistical significance was obtained for
either the relationship between Stage II and Task, or between
Stage III and Impact. The final oneway analysis of variance
indicated that the order in which the TCQ and the TCS are
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are completed does not effect the responses of Stage II or
Stage III teachers but does effect the response of Stage I
teachers. At this time, the TCQ does not seem to be a
valid instrument
.
In summary, Hypotheses One and Three were not sup-
ported by these findings. The results related to Hypothesis
Four were so weak that the researcher judges the questions
to be poorly constructed. Hypothesis Two was not statis-
tically supported, but a pronounced trend, significant at
the .06 level was obtained. Hypothesis Five and Six were
supported by the findings of this study.
CHAPTER V
FINDINGS FART II: THE TAXONOI'.IY
The goal of this study is to identify a taxonomy of
experiences which v/ere reported by teachers as being impor-
tant to their professional development. The previous chap-
ter presented a data analysis in terms of chi square statis-
tics. Pearson correlation, and one-v;ay analysis of variance.
This chapter presents descriptive data based on the essay
questions of the Experience Questionnaire. The intent here
is to describe the reported significant developmental exper-
iences. A reiteration of the question will be follov/ed by
a listing of the response categories, the frequency of their
occurrence, a description of the category, and an example.
The taxonomy will be presented objectively, without any
discussion of implications. A thorough discussion of tne
findings will be found in Chapter VI; Implications for
Future Research and Educational Practice.
Ixneriences and Career Choice
Question I. 3. was;
Stop for a m.oment. Thinlv about what you just wrote.
Thinh about yourself and how you came to be a teacher.
There must have been many experiences you can thinx oi
that helped vou make a career choice, ihere must be
one
that STANDS OUT IN YOUR KIND as the m.ost memorable.
Which one is it? Please describe that experience.
Include details of: age, where you lived, where uhe
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experience took place, who was there, what happened, and
why. Be brief but specific.
There were eight identifiable categories of response to the
question on career-choice in this sample.
Category 1; No response .--( f=l
)
Category 2t Socio-Economic .--Sub.iect decides to be a
teacher because it is the accepted or expected job for women
to take in her economic group. (f=l)
In my hometown before entering the junior high--all the
sixth graders were required to write an autobiography,
including career goals. It was upper-middle class
suburbia- -it seemed as though our natural course was to
go to college
—
go into a profession. It seems as though
from that time I wrote my plan of wanting to be a
teacher, in the sixth grade, my mind was made up and I
did not weight alternatives. (I v/as doing a lot of
babysitting at the time and enjoyed it-- that could've
influenced me
.
)
Category 3? Personal .--Subject decides to be a
teacher because of personal motivation which makes teaching
children appear to be the only vocation the person wants.
(f=l6)
I cannot relate one specific experience. I just know
I enjoy being around young children and they seem to
respond to me.
Category 4: Others .—Subject decides to be a teacher
because of positive or negative influence of others, (f-11)
My grandmother was a teacher. I loved and respected
her. I married a teacher and it seemed to fit what we
wanted as far as summers free to spend v/ith our family.
I respected a history teacher.
Category S; Unintentional .—Cne job seems to be the
same as the next to this subject; teaching is chosen off-
handedly, almost by accident. (f=5)
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There isn t a 'one' experience—During my Jr. year in
college at U. Mass, it became apparent that my theatre
major was not something I wanted to pursue in terms of
a career. In my Sr. year, I began taking education
courses to give myself another option--At that time, I
vms thinking about getting married and my soon to behusband had fallen unexpectedly into teaching and it
seemed a good idea.
Category 6: Children . --Sub .iect attributes her career
decision to a specific experience involving her concern for
children or the enjoyment she gets from working with them.
(f=20)
IfVhen I was 12, I began babysitting for a neighbor family
of 11 children. I continued this part-time through col-
lege. I thoroughly enjoyed children and decided to
become an elementary school teacher.
Category 7: Courses .-- Subject decides to be a
teacher because of a high school class experience. (f=3)
I took a child development course in high school and got
interested in it. We observed many different day care
and Head Start Centers and I knew when I saw what was
being done with the children that I wanted to be in on
it
.
Category 8; Job . --Subject decides to become certified
in order to expand job opportunities. (f=2)
I had become engaged in my junior year in college. I
realized that a Psychology major-Sociology minor had no
useful skills upon graduation. Especially if I was to
support a husband in grad, school. I began exploring
other areas that would relate to what I had been^ involved
in. I began taking education courses for certification
and found I really liked it.
The most frequent responses to the question of, ' Vihat moti-
vated you to become a teacher?" were Category 6: Children
(f=20), and Category 3: Personal (f=l6) . These two cate-
gories accounted respectively for 3^*5^ and 27.6^ of the
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f'if'ty-sigh't respons6s. Stag© III rsportsd Category 6i
Children more frequently than Stage I did. Stage I reported
Category 3: Personal more frequently than Stage III did.
Positive feelings for children, resulting from specific and
generalized social interaction, account for 62 . 1 ?^ of the
responses to this question.
Experiences and Commitment
Question I. C, was*
You may have had another significant experience later on
which resulted in a deeper commitment and devotion of
more time and energy to your career. If you experienced
this, briefly describe what happened, what led up to it,
who was involved, where and when it happened. ’J^at do
you think caused it to happen?
In this study, six categories of response were identified on
the question of professional commitment.
Category 1: No Response .— (f=29)
Category 2: Crises . -~A personal hardship of life cri-
ses results in the subject having a deeper, more conscious
appreciation of teaching. (f=2)
Basically I knew that teaching children was special to
me and I had taken two years off to realize it even more
by working as a waitress/bartender. During those two
years I decided I wanted to enjoy going to work in the
morning. And what that meant to me was teaching.
Category Atmosphere .--The essence of the commit-
ment experience is reported to be the general feeling of
school, -illustrated by combinations of people and/or faci-
lities, rather than a particular stimulating colleague or
friend. (f=4)
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I changed jobs from a private school to a public school--and was exposed to a complex and exciting wealth ofIdeas, workshops, materials and colleagues. The support
staff and administrators were great. The inservice
courses were fascinating. I began to GROW by leaps andbounds--! could feel it and see the results in my class-
room .
Category 4i Training.- -A particular course or course
leader helps to strengthen subject’s commitment. (f=7)
When I came up to U. Mass., my third semester I did an
independent study where I worked with children at the
Marks Meadow After School Day Care . I wanted more
experience with children and it just so happened that
they needed people there, so I worked there. I did this
through Professor Karlson who really got me enthused
about working there.
Category 5: Kids .—Direct experience involved sub-
ject's concern for children, or, the satisfaction of working
with them, results in a deeper commitment. (f=8)
During my junior year at the Univ. of Mass., I again
volunteered at the Belchertown State School. I worked
with a ten year old boy named Ronnie weekly. At that
point I consciously knew that I wanted to be a special
education teacher.
Category 6: Social .—Subject's commitment is deepened
as a result of the influence of specific other people,
either friend, relative or colleague. (f=9)
My boyfriend's sister-in-law has a child and we were
talking about him and I said he could really benefit
from a day-care because he has no children to go to and
she said that day cares were only babysitting service
for poor people or for parents who didn't care about
their children. I totally disagreed with her and am out
to prove that preschool is a valuable experience for
children.
The most frequently reported commitment-experience categor-
ies were Category 6: Social (f=9) 3-nd Category 5* Kids
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(f=8). Respectively, these categories accounted for 30%
and 26 . 7^ of the thirty responses. Stage I and II reported
Category 6: Social more frequently than Stage III did.
Stage III reported Category 5 '- Kids more frequently than
others did.
Experiences and Faith in Ability
Question II. B. was:
Stop here and take some time to think about yourself as
a teacher among teachers . There must have been many
times when you did not believe you could be a good
teacher. On the other hand, there must be times THAT
COtlE TO MIND when you had faith in your ability. Think
of one particular time when you were conscious of the
fact that you really were able to be a good teacher.
Describe that experience. What happened? What led up
to it? liVhen did it happen? Where? VJho else was there?
Were they helpful? In your opinion, why did this hap-
pen? Be brief and specific
.
There were five categories of response to this question on
self-confidence
.
Category 1: No Response .-- (f=10)
Category 2: Classroom .— The subject sees that she is
guiding the classroom successfully; the children are produc-
tively occupied as a result of her planning, they do as she
asks them to, the activities she leads are a hit, parents
are involved. (f=19)
I had been teaching a unit on mapping skills Clast
year). It was my first year in fourth^grade Un the
fall) and I'd v/ritten the whole thing independently , but
the kids seemed very involved. I planned a field trip
to the University photogramme try lab where we saw
aerial
photos, equipment that a cartographer +
Lout a week* later, a parent stopped
all the neighborhood 4th graders were turned-on
Dy
maps’. They were actually going over each others
houses
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at night making maps with legends & symbols
nar*y places. for imagi-
^ategory —Ctim.—Subject realizes that she can be
a good teacher as a result of a significant interaction with
a single child. (f=12)
A 2 and 2 year old child started dumping blocks that arenot supposed to be used, outside of the area he was notto be. I positively reinforced the rules, and for hisyoung age he understood, and complied.
Category 4t Supervisor .--The supervisor gives the
subject a particular assignment, some help or support which
lets the subject know that she is a valued, skilled.
approved of
, supported person in whom the supervisor has
faith. (f=ll)
I v/as asked to give a workshop in my specific field. I
felt my supervisor had confidence in me and resoect for
what I could do
.
Category 5: Self .—Subject gives a self-analysis.
(f=7)
This happened frequently at University Day School. I
suddenly realized my potential. All of the pieces of
the puzzle fit together--goals and objectives, observa-
tion skills, evaluation, limit setting and planning. I
was a respected member of the team.. Patty and Diane
were very supportive. I feel this happened because I
myself ’came of age.' I felt I had confidence in myself
as a person. This new confidence in myself acted as a
catalyst in my career and vice versa.
The most frequently reported self-confidence experience
categories were Category 2: Classroom (f=19) and Category
3; Child (f=12). These categories accounted for 38*8^ and
24.5^ of the forty-nine responses. All stages reported
Category 2: Classroom, more than any other category.
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Experiences and Balance of Power
Question III. B. was:
There may have been times when the situation or your
supervisor made you doubt yourself as a teacher. On
the other hand, there may have been times when you were
proud of yourself even though your behavior was contra-
dictory to what was expected. Or, you may have had an
experience where you realized that you sometimes had to
compromise. Be thoughtful a moment. There must be
times that STAND OUT IN YOUR MIND when your way was dif-
ferent from the 'legal' way. Choose one of these times
to think about now. Focus on who was there, what hap-
pened, when did it happen, where did it happen, and why?
How did you feel? VJas justice done or not? Be brief
and specific.
There were eight categories of response to the question on
the balance of power.
Category It No response .— ( f=4l
)
Category 2t Non-Disagreement .—Subject reports that
she does what is expected. (f=l)
In attempting to answer this question I realize because
I'm a first year teacher, I've been very conscious to do
things the 'legal' way* And I can't think of anything
I've done in the classroom that might be thought of as
controversial
.
Category/ 3: Support . --The subject is having a diffi-
cult time and is helped by someone in a position of autho-
rity. (f=3)
Student teaching while having a conference with my
supervisor about a difficult child I bec^e
tional (toward the child) and cried. I didn t thinx
she would like this but as it turned out she
my feelings and told me 'a good teacher feels for
his/
hL students and is aware of their needs.' This made
me feel proud that I did have these feelings.
Category 4t Group . --The subject has a goal in mind
(f=2)
and achieves it through democratic group
processes.
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I taught in a team for awhile. We were teflnhinxr ew+v,
irdlsi^err^Hellth^td*' • It taboo
!
adn>inislra?o?s.”™ts?-ctr\S2y ::irLarlur’^
Sot?Inal ®P®"t time'^on the InUre selflonal
, spiritual, etc. but we spent a creat deal oftime on the physloal-sexual self. ?he u^f wts fl^as-tic. The children gained more than we ever imaginedthey would. It was terrific’. a
‘}>—Non- Influential .—The subject disagrees
with the authority but feels helpless and sees no way to
make an impact. (f=4)
When I started here as a teacher, the former director
was a bit picky . I wanted to take part of our group
outside for some nature project. She felt that there
was no way for us to go out without two teachers . I
guess I gave the project up. I felt discouraged.
Category 6; Political .—The subject is a non-central
figure in a disagreement but has the option of supporting
either side; she takes the most politic course of action.
(f=l)
A kindergarten teacher was not fulfilling the expecta-
tions of the 'modern parent.' The parents started a
team to have this teacher removed. Meetings were held
v/ith the school committee to discuss the 'emotional
damage' their children were experiencing. I refused to
join the group, my first experience with mothers team-
ing together. Needless to say, 'If you don't follow the
group, you are not socially accepted.' I felt deeply,
their approach was immature, and the School Committee
would just listen and write them off. I contacted the
Superintendent of Schools and discussed with him pri-
vately the issue and the feelings I had tov/ard it. I
left feeling veiry secure with the teacher and how this
situation was being resolved. I felt the mothers’
_
approach and ruthless behavior v/as injustice to this
teacher.
Category 7; Covert .—Subject reports that the admin-
istration is unav/are of the fact that she is operating con-
trary to policy; she may or may not care that they find out.
(f=^)
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Basically, we are allov/ed a great deal of autonomy in
our classrooms here at Crocker Farm, so I don't have to
worry about this too much.
^ that we are using a skills program in language
arts that includes some detailed record keeping. Afterbattling with it last year and finally convincing myself(only after being half-way into a I'-IED in reading and
so having more knowledge and confidence) that I could
have other priorities, I've worked with it only mini-
mally this year. I trust my judgment enough now not
to worry too much about it.
Categoi^/ 8; Overt .--Sub .iect believes in her opinion
enough to confront the administration regardless of the
consequences. (f=3)
This happened at school my first year as a teacher. I
recommended that a part-time intern of mine not go on
to student- teaching. I took a strong stand against our
assistant principal--my word was not taken. She was
unsuccessful, and did not get certified. I felt good
that I had at least stuck with my feelings, and in the
end, it became obvious she had not been ready for a
full-time experience.
The most frequently reported balance-of-power experiences
v/ere Category 5^ Non- Influential (f=4) and Category 7 ’-
Covert (f=4). Each category accounts for 22% of the eight-
een responses. Stage III subjects gave Category 7 - Covert
responses, more than others. Stage I reported Category 5 ‘>
Non- Influential
,
more than others. It should be noted that
this question did not receive a high rate of response.
Forty-one out of fifty-nine subjects did not offer experi-
ences .
Sxneriences and Control
Question IV. B. v;as:
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growing awareness
TWo h adult in charge' of a classroom.
rvJffn
times when you took control of a
IN
^^o?se one time that STANDS OUT
stav nn
realized that you could probably
classroom situation. Think aboutxnat time: l^at was going on? Who was involved? Howdid you feel? IVhere and when did it happen? Why, doyou think, it happened? ^
Six categories of response were identified for the Control
experiences
.
_Category It No Resnonse (f=:?li)
^e:t^ory 2; Adults .—Subject reports that she is or
is not helped by parents or supervisors while she is dealing
with a child or a group of children. (f=4)
Once when I felt things were out of hand as a student-
teacher I was advised by a friend/supervisor (she came
twice) that I needed to set expectations and not pro-
ceed until everyone v/as ready. This strategy has worked
v/ell for me since that experience.
Category 3: Discinline .--Sub.iect copes with disci-
pline problem of a single child or a whole class. (f=l8)
A time that stands out was during a math lesson where a
few students were visiting instead of attending to the
task. I told each child that if I had to speak to him
again they would have to sit alone in the group. I did
have to move two students, and they worked well for the
remainder of the session. I felt like I was in a posi-
tion of power and I was not overjoyed by using 'scare'
techniques
.
Category/- 4: Child-Centered .—Subject reports that
because attention is paid to the individual children, there
are no 'problems.' (f=2)
A child entered my class having been described as
extremely active, totally out of bounds and very diffi-
cult to control. He fell out of his chair all the time,
seemed intennittently deaf (didn't even respond to his
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najii© al; birnas) . Th© sp©cial ©"taff of my school observedhim and confirmed it before he came to us.
We made sure we were very structured, supportive and
clear about expectations when the child came. He never
displayed any behaviors in my class other than the
usual classroom stuff. He v/as happy and popular. The
only special services he needed were speech and lan-
guage .
We were ready, had a structure designed to meet his
needs, were consistent--and allowed him the environment
were he could succeed as his best self.
Category 6: Teaching .—Subject reports successful
activities which may or may not have been accompanied by
factors which might have caused failure. (f=5)
VJhen teaching the 6th grade my 1st year of teaching, I
realized I could have control of any situation. I
taught math to forty- three sixth graders, by myself,
all at the same time. This v/as a challenge.
Category 6; Head-Teacher .—Subject reports that she
single-handedly attended to the general responsibilities and
details of daily events, for either a limited or extended
time. (f=6)
A child who was allergic to insect stings was stung by
a bee. His classmates were worried and excited. VJhen
I v/as able to handle the medical situation and also
calm the class, redirecting its attention, I felt very
much ' in charge .
’
The most frequently reported control-experience category
was Category 3* Discipline (f=l8). This accounted for
51 .^% of the thirty-five responses. All stages reported
Category 3: Discipline more than any other category.
Experiences and Cn-the-Job Skills and Preference s
Question V. B. was;
Ill
There are many particular skills which you have devel-
oped and are developing in order to become a better
teacher. Reflect back over these questions in V. A.
Focus on the one THAT YOU ARE DRAVm TO. Think about that
one question, and your snswer to it • Your answer is ajudgment v/hich you have made about your skills and pref-
erences on the job. REIvSKBER THE MOST IMPORTANT TIIIE
THAT YOU IVERE CONSCIOUS OF THIS PARTICULAR JUDGI.DNT
.
Describe the situation briefly: ;Vho was there? VJhat
happened? VJhen and where did it happen? Why did it
happen?
Nine categories of on-the-job skills and preferences were
reported
.
Categcorv 1: No Resnonse . -- ( f=2Q)
Cate,°:ory 2: Inadequacy .--Sub .iect reports that she is
or is not an inadequate or inferior teacher. (f=l)
Faith in my value and competence as a teacher has been
one of the biggest struggles of my professional life.
In my second year of teaching, I had a difficult group
of kids. My principal said she would like to work with
me on some specific management objectives. I was embar-
rassed and afraid. Her saying, 'we feel you have a lot
to offer, we want you to be a part of our staff, ' was
very encouraging. They helped me separate the value of
myself from my very shalcy class control. The feedback
of my principal over the year did affirm for m.e that I
had the ability to be an excellent 'teacher.
Cate^'^orv 1 : Fartnershiri .--Subject prefers to work
v/ith others rather than alone, because either the children
or she, or both are benefited. (f=7)
I an a member of a 3- teacher team in a classroom
^
of 42
students. 'We plan schedules, units, special activities,
etc., together^ We enjoy working together and find our-
selves efficient and productive as a team. VJe wish we
had more time to talk and plan together. I also have
shared my classroom v/ith two interns this year. Although
I enjoy planning my own units and working alone with
children, I have discovered this year how much I gen-
uinely enjoy sharing my work with other professionals.
It enhances m.y classroom and my ov/n personal experiences
as a teacher.
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Category 4; Contribute .--Subject t reports skills she
has or skills she developed which "benefit the children.
(f=9)
It was just me and my math group. After a struggle,
involving inappropriate parent negativism, I rose above
the situation, and concentrated on kids' needs, subse-
quently developed an excellent and motivating skills
sequence; gathering materials on my own.
Category 5; Children .—Subject acknowledges the impor-
tance of the child's skills and knowledge for the classroom
process. (f=4)
On my first preservice experience with preschool chil-
dren, I started to realize teaching and learning were a
process which were shared equatlly by teacher and child.
I couldn't do a teaching 'act' without the active con-
sent and involvement of the child.
Category 6t Share .—Subject acknowledges that her
presence is beneficial to colleagues. (f=2)
I do feel that I have some skills and knowledge to con-
tribute . In working with classroom teachers I find that
I often contribute helpful suggestions to them in work-
ing with a particular child.
Category 7; Colleagues . --Subject acknowledges that
she has learned from, or been helped by, those v/ith whom she
has worked. (f=5)
Over the past year, when I have felt uneasy about a
situation or felt bad about
^
something,
^
talking it over
with others made me put it in perspective.
Category 8; Alone . --Sub ject reports she prefers to
work alone rather than with others because she can work
better as a teacher, (f-l)
I prefer working in a self-contained
with a team of teachers in a quad.
room rather than
I had that experience
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for five years and realize that I can work better as a
teacher alone than with other teachers.
Category/ 9: Learning . --Sub.iect reports that children
are learning v;hat she is teaching. (f=l)
I do believe my children are learning what I am teaching
because when I first got there only two students knew
their colors. Now, through my teaching, an increased
number of students can tell me the color of the block I
am holding. They are slov/ly but surely learning their
colors
.
The most frequently reported skills-and-preferences-experi-
ence category was Category 4: Contribute (f=9) which
accounted for thirty percent of the thirty responses. Stage
I reported Category 4; Contribute and Category ?: Col-
leagues more than Stage III did. Only Stage III reported
Category 3: Partnership. Category 3 accounted for 23 . 3^
of the responses. Categories 3 3-^^ ^ combined accounted for
53.3fo of the skills-and-preferences-experiences.
Experiences and Goals
Question VI. v/as:
Was there a point in your career v/hen you became more
aware of what you had to do to ^ achieve your goals for
the children? Focus on that time
. ^
u.Tiat v/as going on
that helped you to clarify your position? VJas anyone
else involved? Be brief and specific
.
Six categories of Goals were reported.
Categoirv 1? No Response . - - ( f= 3I
)
Category 2; None .--Sub ject indicates that she has not
had this experience yet and/or that she is still learning
and orienting herself to being a teacher. (i.-7)
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No, not yet. I still feel that Iknow each of the children and the
them.
m still getting to
individual goals for
^•tegory —Person^.
--Subject reports that she must
know and depend on herself, and/or the responsibility of the
position she holds, or continue growing, in order to use
herself as in instrument to serve the children’s needs and
support their growth. (f=6)
I think it v/as strongest during my first year as a full-
time teacher
. X didn’t know how much time and emotional
investment on my own part that it v;ould take prior to
that time. I also realized that my own inner resources
were all that I could truly depend upon.
Category 4: Classroom .—Subject reports that, as a
result of experience in the classroom, she learned more
about children, materials or methods, or, realized that she
needed to know more about one or all of them in terms of
what works for her in the classroom. (f=2)
This past fall, I felt that my intern and I were close
to creating the balance I was seeking. There v/as a
general feeling of friendship and humor in the class.
Kids v/ere initiating their ov/n projects and activities
-
We could be facilitators, resource people and teachers,
in the best sense of the word. This experience helped
me to clarify v/hat I really wanted my classroom to be
like and gave me some ideas of methods and materials
that worked for me
.
Category 5? On- the-Job .--Suggestions from or conflicts
with others at school helped teacher to clarify her goals,
and/or made her more aware of what she wanted to do to help
the children.
I feel as though I'm in the discovery stage of what I
have to do to achieve my goal . I feel I know those
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goals but I'm experimenting on the things to do to Ret
there. In one case, I sought help from the vice-
principal to give me suggestions on v/hat to do to reach
my goal. He helped me clarify my goals and picked out
particular instances which would assist or hurt my
procedures
.
Category 6; University .—As a self motivated learner,
teacher was v/illing and eager to learn, and/or was open to
professors who could relate to her personally, bolster her
confidence, and support her own need to grow. (f=7)
After teaching for three years, I began taking courses
again. Because of my experience in teaching, I had
formulated many questions. Also I v/as able to draw on
my experience v;hen doing academic reading. This course-
v/ork has helped me become more aware of what I had to
do to achieve my goals.
The most frequently reported Goals experiences were Category
6: University (f=7) and Category 2: None (f=7) each of
which accounted for twenty-five percent of the responses.
Category 3* Personal (f=6) and Category 5* On- the-Job
(f=6) each accounted for 21. 4?^ of the responses. Stage I
reported Category 2: None most frequently. Stage III
reported Category 6: University more often than others.
A Brief Summary of the Descriptive Data
The descriptive data, obtained from the Experience
Questionnaire essay questions, does pinpoint categories of
experiences which were reported to be significant. A
detailed discussion of the results and their implications
for educational research and practice will be found in
the
following chapter. However, a brief summary will be made
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here before presenting the more comprehensive implications
of the taxonomy.
Interestingly
,
some of the reported categories dif-
ferentiate between stages while others do not. This is
reported in the following figure . In response to question
II. B, on Self-Confidence, both Stages I and III reported
the Classroom category as most significant. Data for Stage
II will not be discussed here because too few subjects
scored in that Stage. Excluding Stage II, it seems that
most other teachers use the classroom as the criteria for
judging their ability to get the job done. Feedback from
supervisors do not have the impact that the functioning
classroom does. In a similar vein, when asked about skills
and preferences on-the-job (V. B.), teachers across stages
reported the Contribute category most often. Teachers of
most stages report that developing skills v/hich contribute
to the children's benefit, is their single most sigificant
on-the-job experience. VJhile there is no difference betv/een
stages in the most frequently reported experience for V. B.,
there is a difference in their second most frequently
reported experience. Stage I teachers report the Colleagues
category almost as frequently as they report Contribute.
On the other hand, Stage III reports Partnership almost as
frequently as they report Contribute. The novice teachers
seems to see herself as learning from and being guided by
co-workers. Apparently, the more mature teacher is not so
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Experience Ques-
tionnaire Question
Stage I
Experiences
Stage II
Experiences
Career Choice Category J: -Category 6:
I . B
.
Personal Children
Commitment Category 6: Category 5*
I. C. Social Kids
Self-Confidence Category 2: Category 2:
II. B. Classroom Classroom
Balance of Power Category 5- Category 7 •
III. B. Non- Influential Covert
Control Category 3* Category 3^
IV. B. Discipline Discipline
Skills and Fref- Category 4: Category 4;
erences Contribute Contribute
V. B. Category ?;
Colleagues
Category 3:
Partnership
Goals Category 2: Category 6:
VI. 3. None University
Fig. 10.—Differences in reported experiences accord-
ing to Stage. Stage II is not reported due to sample size.
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much a student of her colleagues as she is a partner. She
prefers to work with others rather than alone, because both
she and the stu4ents benefit from this arrangement.
Question VI. B. resulted in sharp ^ differences between
stages. When asked, "V/as there a point in your career v/hen
you became more aware of v/hat you had to do to achieve your
goals for the children?" Stage I teachers reported that
since they were still learning, they had not reached that
point. Stage III teachers indicated that studying at the
University was the single most significant goal-clarifying
experience. VJhile both groups refer to their roles as stu-
dents, it is from two entirely different perspectives.
IVhen asked to report a time when they disagreed with
the administration (III. B.), the vast majority of subjects,
forty-one out of fifty-nine, did not respond. Stage III
reported the Covert category more than any other. She
operates contrary to policy, neither asking permission nor
notifying her supervisor. The Stage I teacher however,
reports Non- Influential most freq.uently . She disagrees with
the authority, but, feels helpless and sees no way to make
an impact. This question needs to be restructured so that
more subjects will respond to it.
Teachers across stages reported the Discipline cate-
gory most frequently in response to question IV. B.. This
a_uestion also needs to be restructured in order to invite
more varied responses.
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In respons© to question I, B., "How did you choose a
career in teaching?" Stage I teachers referred to personal
motivation which makes teaching appear to be the only voca-
tion ever considered. Stage III teachers report specific
experiences with Children as the motivation which made them
choose teaching. Question I. C. asks for an experience
v;hich resulted in a deeper commitment to the career choice.
Stage I teachers attribute their deepened commitment to a
Social interaction v/ith a friend, relative or colleague.
Stage III teachers report direct experiences with children
which produced professional commitment. It is interesting
to note that the State III teacher seems to reflect her
stage concern for children while the Stage I teachers seems
to have a more egocentric focus.
This chapter has presented the taxonomy of experiences
reported by teachers to be significant to their professional
development. The following concluding chapter presents a
full discussion of these findings as they relate to teacher
training and educational research.
CHAPTER VI
IMPLICATIONS FOR FUTURE RESEARCH
AlTD EDUCATION PRACTICE
Introduction
There has been much controversy in educational circles
about who to admit to teacher-training courses and v;hat type
of approach to use. The battle still rages among the pro-
ponents of competency-based education, personal growth
based education and social interaction based education
training programs. Previous research indicates that teach-
ers grov/ in predictable patterns. Specific concerns pre-
cede and follov/ each other v/ith regularity. It seems sen-
sible, then, to assume that certain types of experiences
might support teachers' growth. This sensible assumption
became the basic question motivating this study. It was
conducted in order to determine if certain experiences do
facilitate the developm.ent of a mature, professional point
of view. Many of these growth experiences have been identi-
fied as a result of this investigation. VJhat follows is a
discussion of the practical implications for teacher-
training, an outline of the research questions growing out
of this study, and, the theoretical issues which need to be
resolved in the future.
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Iin-plications for Educational Practice
Chapters IV and V presented statistical and descrip-
tive data on the significant development experiences. The
following figure summarizes these results.
STAGE TYPE OF EXPERIENCE TO FACILITATE DEVELOPMENT
I 1. A variety of experiences to familiarize the
student with a range of professional posi-
tions .
2. Contact with and professional responsibility
for children each quarter or semester.
3. Assumption of head-teacher role early in
training sequence. This develops confidence
in ability to become a good teacher.
4 . Assertiveness training: communication
skills to use with colleagues, administra-
tors, and parents.
5. Training in the legal aspects of teaching:
unions, contracts, accountability, etc.
6 . Training and practice in classroom management
techniques with a strong focus on discipline
.
7. Training in and practice of a variety of
teaching skills which benefit the children.
8 . Study of the possible goals for children,
and, observation of a variety of teaching
styles coupled with explorations of the
trainees' own developing style and goals.
III 1 . Teach for a few years before becoming involved
in inservice traini^.
2. Assertiveness training.
3. Study of classroom management techniques.
4 . Opportunity to team-teach.
5. University study with supportive faculty.
Fig. 11. --A Taxonomy of Developmental Experiences.
Stage II is excluded due to sample size.
It is possible to develop into a mature teacher
with
out being deeply committed to education.
However, our
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resxilts indicate that this lack of commitment may be rooted
in the fact that half of our teachers would rather be doing
something else. Their problem seems to be one of libera-
tion from social expectations to consideration of a wider
variety of professions. Freshmen entering schools of educa-
tion should be actively supported in exploring many differ-
ent types of careers. I imagine a freshman year in which
the student, under very close supervision, engages in a
series of field-based courses which deal with as many dif-
ferent professions as possible. An education course would
thus be one of many experiences from art to zoology. After
a year of personalized job exploration coupled with sound
advice on the real job market, the sophomore would have a
more realistic base from which to make a career choice and
to declare a major field of study.
Once teaching is chosen, one starts building self-
confidence via classroom experience with children, and
interactions with supportive supervisors. Our sophomore
then needs courses focusing on classroom skills. In addi-
tion to learning the methods, she should have ample oppor-
tunity to try out what she is learning. There is no better
test of self-confidence than getting in there and doing the
job. Therefore, the sophomore should experience at least a
few days as a head-teacher. Superior master- teachers should
be sought so that the sophomore has the best possible chance
of building her self-confidence through classroom experiences
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under a master-teacher who can he supportive during this
phase of development.
There is ample evidence to support the position that
dealing with authoritative power structures remains problem-
atic even for the most mature teachers. I would argue that
this stems from the training teachers get. From the begin-
ning, they are told to "smile and do what you're told."
Nov/here are teachers instructed in techniques of communicat-
ing with administrators. There is a void in our teacher-
training programs. I propose that it be filled by courses
in both assertiveness training and the legalities of such
areas as contracts, unions and accountability. Simulations
of confrontations would prove most useful to the student.
According to the developmental sequence, these courses
should be taken in the sophomore year.
The remaining sophomore and junior years would focus
on classroom management and content-ar3a methods in rela-
tionship to field experience. Stage I teachers have a clear
need for training and practice in classroom management tech-
niques with a strong focus on discipline. Related content
areas such as child development and classroom environment
should also be offered. The child development courses would
emphasize behavior which is normal for children at a given
stage . The environmental aspect would allow the teacher to
learn methods of arranging material in the classroom which
minimizes disruption and maximizes productive involvement.
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The sophomore/junior also calls for training in and
practice of a variety of teaching skills and curriculum
methods which benefit the children. The specifics would be
dictated by the body of knowledge of the student's major
area of study . The traditional methods courses would be
the core curriculum in this stage of training, along with
constant field experience
.
In tandem with the field-based experiences and college
courses, the undergraduate needs aimple opportunity to
exchange ideas with her classmates. Not only does this help
the undergraduate by allowing her to hear that she is not
alone in her boat, but she is exposed to a variety of per-
spectives. She can learn from the experiences of her class-
mates. Teachers are frequently isolated from each other as
resources, professionals frequently are threatened by or in
competition with, one another. I would argue that this
attitude is unwittingly supported in undergraduate training
by the emphasis on grades and the traditional lecture sys-
tem which supports the idea that an "expert” must be con-
sulted for the "right" answers. Certainly, a professor
knows more than an undergraduate, but that is no reason to
limit the learning that can occur when undergraduates have
an opportunity to exchange ideas. In fact, a truly expert
professor can capitalize on such interchanges.
The senior year should offer opportunities for the
student to start orienting herself toward her first job.
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She needs to formally clarify what goals she will have for
her children and what she needs to do to accomplish those
goals. Toward that end, I propose that the senior be given
ample opportunity to observe a variety of teaching styles
and to relate them to her own developing style. The first
third of the senior year should be spent observing in
various types of classrooms in the area. These should
include urban as well as suburban and rural schools, wealthy
and poor districts, open classroom and traditional, handi-
capped children as well as nonhandicapped children, public
and private schools, a variety of grading systems and sev-
eral grade levels within the students' certification area.
This could be the one time in the student's undergraduate
career when no other field work is necessary. These obser-
vations should be made prior to student- teaching. As a
result of these observations, the student should have a
very clear idea of the type of setting which would be best
for her student- teaching. The second part of the year should
be spent in student- teaching. The third and last part of
the year should give the student an opportunity to state her
teaching style and to state the general goals for the chil-
dren she will be working with in the future. I see this
taking the form of a "practical philosophy" course. The
rec^uired educational history and philosophy courses would
thus be transformed into a meaningful Foundations experi-
ence for the senior. Of course a complete program would
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offer Placement Services to the student at this point in her
career. Resume writing, interviewing skills, and job mar-
ket information should be offered. The student has come
full circle in four years from career exploration to job-
hunting
.
After a job is procured and the teacher has taught
for a few years, it is time for inservice training. A
teacher must have at least a year or two between B.A. and
inservice in order to maximize her professional growth and
development. During this time, she has experiences which
can be used to make graduate study purposeful.
Experienced teachers seem to need a course in asser-
tiveness training as do preservice teachers. They also
would benefit from an in-depth study of classroom manage-
ment and discipline techniques. Inservice teacher- training
programs should provide opportunities for teachers to team-
teach, either in real of simulated situations. These teach-
ers do not need experiences in order to exercise their
skills, but instead, need experiences so they can learn and
share for the sake of the children's development as well
as their own. At this stage, teachers begin to see that not
only can they teach children, but they can also help other
teachers. This provides deep satisfaction and motivates
the teacher to keep learning herself.
Study at the University should be done only with
faculty who are willing to be supportive of both the
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personal and professional growth of the inservice teacher.
In addition to the required core, the course of study should
include subjects tailored to the interests and concerns of
the inservice teacher. Her questions stem from her years of
teaching and the answers will support both her professional
practice and development.
Future Research Needs
This research has provided a systematic description of
the type of experiences which facilitate the growth of
teachers. However, the Stage II teacher remains an enigma.
Results from the Teacher Concerns Questionnaire coupled with
the struggle that Fuller had in specifying Stage II con-
cerns, testify to the ambiguous character of the Stage II
definition. The immediate research need is to answer the
question: How shall the Stage II teacher be defined? The
Stage II teacher focuses exclusively on her classroom and
on her teaching. She does not seem interested in her own
growth, as illustrated in her noninvolvement in degree pro-
grams. Neither does she seem interested in developing
cooperative working relationships with colleagues. Sharing
with and learning from colleagues does not appear to be as
significant to the Stage II teacher as relationships with
students are. Colleagues seem to be used only as sounding
boards to help clarify her goals for the children. .Vhat is
it about Stage II teachers that makes them focus their
concerns and experiences on the children to the exclusion
of
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a.11 cthsrs? 11: is almosi as if 1:his group of adulfs do6s
not identify with teachers as a group. Are they still in
the process of defining themselves as teachers? How can
appropriate inservice experiences be provided for them if
the teachers in this group do not see other professionals
as resources? What can be done to re-open the opportunity
for development of the Stage II teacher?
Other research needs concern the Experience Question-
naire and Stage I teachers. If the EQ is to be used in
future research, questions III. B. and IV. B. must be
changed. Question III. B. needs to focus more on the issue
of autonomous behavior and administrative response. I
would change the question to read:
III. This question is about your developing sense of
justice and fairness.
B. 1. Are you encouraged to try methods and mate-
rials of your own choice?
2. IVhat would your supervisor do if you intro-
duced something different?
C. 1. Have you ever worked in a setting where
you would have answered III. B. 1. and 2.
differently?
2. With that setting in mind, answer III. B.
2 .
3. VJhat were the differences bet\veen these two
settings?
Question IV. B. needs more focus on teacher's initiative:
setting goals and manipulating the environment so as to
achieve these goals. This question also needs to allow
respondents to include interclassroom, intraclassroom, and
extraclassroom experiences. I would change this question
to read:
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IV. This question has to do with your developing abil-ity to make and implement plans and to take charge.
Think of a time when you really took the initia-
tive. You may think of an instance involving your
own classroom, a parent, child, colleague or col-
leagues' classroom. What happened? Who was
involved? How did you feel?
A study should be run to test the new forms of questions III.
B. and C., and IV. B.. This researcher sees no reason why
this could not be done as part of the larger investigation
into Stage II teachers.
The third area needing clarification from future re-
search concerns Stage I. There are two questions! (l) Why
do freshman report more commitment than upperclassmen? and,
(2) Why does it seem to make a difference if the TCQ or the
TCS is completed first? The latter of the two questions
could easily be incorporated into the next validity check
of the TCQ. The commitment question seems to call for a
separate study. Since the answer may have implications for
the taxonomy, it would be wise to attend to it quickly.
There is also a need to determine if the taxonomy is
supported by other groups of teachers such as those on the
secondary, college, and pre-retirement levels; minority
group teachers; urban teachers; other than working-class
teachers; and those people who leave the teaching profession.
Future research then should focus on defining the
experiences of the Stage II teacher, modifying the EQ, clar-
ifying the EQ, clarifying Stage I, and verifying the use-
fulness of the taxonomy in relationship to other groups of
teachers
.
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Theoretical Issues
I cannot leave this project v/ithout attempting to
bridge the gap between the data collected in the field and
the theory upon which that collection was based. Both
Fuller and Erikson were used to provide a developmental
framework for this investigation. The figure below shows
the relationships between Fuller, Erikson, and the taxonomy
of developmental experiences. The training program is con-
ceptualized as a series of growth opportunities in which the
stage concerns and conflicts can be experienced and brought
to resolution.
One may ask, how can an adult be experiencing Erikson
stage 1 when, by definition, it is an infantile stage? The
answer is that, in reality, the Eriksonian conflict with
which the novice teacher deals is stage 5. Identity versus
Role Confusion. However, it seems that in order to resolve
this conflict, one re-experiences Eriksonian stages one
through four. These stages are mirrored in the concerns
which Fuller has outlined in Stage I. This suggests that
the professional development of teachers in Stage I repre-
sents a particular case of horizontal decalage. Horizontal
decalage may be thought of as development v/hich stems from
the resolution of increasingly complex problems which occur
at the same level of development. This explains why Fuller
found it relatively easy to raise higher level concerns in
Stage I teachers but at the same time found it difficult
to move them out of that stage.
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The empty blocks in the chart have many implications.
Of course, the reason that there is no information on Stage
II teachers is because there were too few of them in my
population. However, this may have been a blessing in
disguise. The empty categories have clarified the develop-
mental problem. The Eriksonian task of the Stage II teacher
is to resolve the conflict of identity versus role confu-
sion. The transition from Stage II to Stage III seems to
be dependent on resolving the intimacy versus isolation
conflict. The paradox we have seen in that it is possible
to report noncommitment and still be in the highest develop-
mental stage. Theoretically, this is not possible. However,
if the bottom line of the chart is taken into consideration,
a different perspective emerges. Is it possible that Fuller
Stage III is also incompletely defined? Is it possible that
there is a Stage IV?
These theoretical questions need as much attention as
the empirical ones raised by this study. Their resolution
is left to future research.
Concluding Remarks
This study was conducted in order to find out if
there were common experiences which teachers reported as
being significant in their professional development. We
have been able to identify several categories of experience
for both the Stage I and III teacher. The findinge have
been presented and discussed previously. I would like to
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take this opportunity to comment on one related area. There
are many teacher trainers and inservice teachers who will
hold that what is needed is more skill training to prepare
preservice teachers for the reality of teaching. They have
my wholehearted agreement. Then our only problem is to
define what we mean by skill training.
I support using the term teacher development rather
than skill training for a number of reasons. In the first
place, the trainee will know that her course of study is
relevant to her current needs. Every teacher needs to be
able to believe in herself and her abilities, to communicate
her expectations and feelings as well as the course content,
to control herself as well as her classroom, to use a vari-
ety of teaching methods, and to see her goals in relation-
ship to her peers. Each of these is a skill. Each of
these skills reflects the developmental programs of the pre-
service teacher. Thus, thinking in developmental terms
broadens the list of skills necessary for the preservice
teacher. To paraphrase John Dewey, the best way to train a
person to deal with the issues of tomorrow, is to help her
deal effectively with those of today. Using the term
teacher developm.ent rather than skill training also helps
the teacher trainer. She does not need to invest time and
energy/" deciding course sequence. If courses are offered
according to the developmental pattern, they will be well
received. The trainer also has more variety; it is not
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n6C6ssa.i^ "to do tho ssjn© niG'thods cours© y©ar af't©!* yaar#
Th© final raason I pr©f©r to us© th© t©rm t©ach©r d©v©iop-
ra©nt rathar than skill training is that it halps th© chil-
dran. If thair taachar was trainad within a framawork whara
skills and davalopmant war© ©qually important, than th©
childran may racaiv© th© sam© typ© of training. It is as
tru© for youngar laarnars as oldar laarnars that th© bast
way to prapar© for tomorrow is to daal ©ffactivaly wi1ii
today. Th© childran will b© studying undar taachars who ar©
battar abl© to facilitat© classroom laaming which is also
lifa-anhancing
.
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APPENDIX I
TEACHER CONCERNS STATEtlENT
NAIvlE
:
DATE:
COURSE NO. Tir.IE : 10 minutes
The purpose of this form is to discover what teachers are
concerned about at different points in their careers. With
this information, teacher educators can include in teacher
education what teachers feel they need. Please check one
box only for each item .
1.
Sex: ( ) male ( ) female
2.
Indicate the item that best describes your teaching
experience. Check only one box.
1. ( ) classroom teaching experience and no
previous education course work.
2. ( ) Education course work but ^ classroom
teaching experience.
3. ( ) Presently observing in the classroom
(which may or may not include limited
teaching) and taking education course
work
.
4. ( ) Completed observation in the classroom
and presently taking education course
work.
5. ( ) Presently student teaching.
6. ( ) Completed student teaching, but not yet
an in-service teacher.
( ) In-service teacher. I have taught
.years
.
8. ( ) Other, please specify
l4l
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3. At v/hat level are you presently teaching? If you are
not teaching now, at what level do you plan to teach?Check one box only.
1
. ( ) Nursery school
2. ( ) Kindergarten
3« ( ) Elementary school (grades 1-3)
4. ( ) Elemental school (grades 4-6)
5. ( ) Junior high school
6. ( ) Senior high school
7. ( ) Junior college
8. ( ) College or university
9* ( ) Other, please specify
4. Classification (check only one box);
1. ( ) Freshman 3* ( ) Junior 5* ( ) Graduate
2. ( ) Sophomore 4. ( ) Senior 6. ( ) Other,
specify
5. Age;
I'JHEN YOU THINK ABOUT YOUR TEACHING, liMAT ARE YOU CONCERNED
ABOUT? (Do not say what you think others are concerned
about, but only v/hat concerns you now.) Please be frank.
Please -place a check by the thing that concerns you most.
APPENDIX II
TEACHER CONCERNS QUESTIONNAIRE
Frances Fuller and Archie George
Research and Development Center for Teacher Education
The University of Texas at Austin
Name
Male Female Age Date Completed
Circle the one that best describes your teaching
experience
:
1 . No education courses and no formal classroom obser-
vation or teaching experience
2. Education courses but no formal observation or
teaching experience
3 . Education courses and observation experience but no
teaching
4. Presently student teaching
5 . Completed student teaching
6 . Presently an inservice teacher
If you are a student:
Freshman Sophomore Junior Senior Graduate
The level you plan to teach (if student) or are now
teaching (if inservice):
Preschool Elementary Junior High Senior High
College Other
If currently teaching:
Average number of students you teach per class.
Number of years teaching experience:
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DIRECTIONS: This checklist is designed to explore what
teachers are concerned about at different points in their
careers. There are, of course, no right or wrong answers;
each person has his or her own concerns.
We consider you to be "concerned" about a thing if you
think about it frequently and would like to do something
about it nersonallv. You are not concerned about a thing
simply because you believe it is important— if it seldom
crosses your mind, or you are satisfied with the current
state of affairs, do not say you are concerned about it.
You may be concerned about problems, but you may also be
concerned about opportunities which could be realized. You
may be concerned about things you are not currently dealing
with, but only if you anticipate dealing with them and fre-
quently think about them from this point of view. In short,
you are concerned about it if you often think about it and
would like to do something about it.
Read each statement, then ask yourself:
ViHEN I THINK ABOUT m TEACHING, HOW I/IUCH AM I CON-
CERNED ABOUT THIS?
1 .
2 .
3 .
4.
5 .
6 .
7 .
8 .
1 = Not concerned
2 = A little concerned
3 = Moderately concerned
4 = Very concerned
5 = Extremely concerned
Increasing students' feelings of
accomplishment
Standards and regulations set for teachers....
VJhether the students like me or not
Motivating students to study
VJhere I stand as a teacher
Lack of instructional materials
Feeling under pressure too much of the time...
Doing well v/hen a supervisor is present
12 3^5
12 3^5
12 3^5
12 3^5
12 3^5
12 3^5
12 3^5
12 3^5
1 = Not concerned
2 = A little concerned
3 = Moderately concerned
4 = Very concerned
5 = Extremely concerned
9.
Meeting the needs of different kinds of
students 12 3^5
10 . Too many noninstruetional duties 1 2 3 4 5
11. Diagnosing student learning problems 1 2 3 4 5
12. How students feel about me 1 2 3 4 5
13 . Feeling more adequate as a teacher 1 2 3 4 5
14. Understanding the principal's policies 1 2 3 4 5
15 . Challenging unmotivated students 12 3^5
16 . Being accepted and respected by professional
persons 1 2 3 ^ 5
17 . VJhether students can apply what they learn... 12 3^5
18 . Working with too many students each day 12 3^5
19 . Instilling worthwhile concepts and values.... 123^5
20. The values and attitudes of the current
generation 1 2 3 ^ 5
21. My ability to present ideas to the class..... 12 3^5
22. Guiding students toward intellectual and
emotional growth 1 2 3 4 5
23. Increasing my proficiency in content 1 2 3 4 5
24. Understanding the philosophy of the school... 12345
25 . Students who disrupt classes 1 2 3 4 5
26. Acceptance as a friend by students 1 2 3 4 5
27 . Helping students to value learning 1 2 3 4 5
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1 = Not concerned
2 = A little concerned
3 = Moderately concerned
4 = Very concerned
5 = Extremely concerned
28. Lack of academic freedom 1 2 3 4 5
29. V/hether each student is getting what he needs 1 2 3 4 5
30 . Getting a favorable evaluation of my
teaching 1 2 3 ^ 5
Thank you.
Please use this space for any comments
or to express additional concerns.
APPENDIX III
THE EXPERIENCE QUESTIONNAIRE
This study is being done in order to find out if there
are experiences which seem to be significant to the growth
and development of teachers. All questions and comments ask
for information which is important for the success of the
study. My goal is that future teacher training programs
will benefit from your past experiences.
Name: Today's date:
Age;
Number of years of teaching experience:
Ever married? yes no
If yes, for how many years?
Ever separated? yes no
If yes, for how long all in all?
Ever divorced? yes no
If yes, how long ago was the decree issued?
Do you have children? yes no
If yes, how old are they nov;?
If you would like to receive a summary of the results of
this study, please put your mailing address here;
All data collected is confidential,
cooperation.
Thank you for your
Maxine B. Karkson
P.O. Box 51
Cushman, MA 01002
(413) 549-1753
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Please, briery read the entire questionnaire before you
start answering. You can see that all parts labeled "A"
ask you to check the appropriate word or phrase, or to fillin the blank. These responses should be made quickly and
off the top of your head. However, all parts labeled "B"
and ''C need a very thoughtful response. You probably willbe interested in each of the questions because it is about
your career. Never the less, please try to limit yourself
to ten minutes on each of the six questions.
I. Personal Life and Career Choice
A, vlvOl . Did anyone ever tell you what
jobs would be good for you?
vlv02. Did these suggestions match
what you felt you like to do?
ye s no
yes no
vlv03. VJhen you were a teenager, was
there anyone you respected and
wanted to be like? yes no
vlv04. At the time, were you aware of
anything that you could do well? yes no
vlv05. For example;
vlv06. During your teenage years, did
you come to see yourself in an
occupational role? yes no
vlv07 . If so
,
v/hat was it? -
vlvC8. Did you have someone v/ho you
talked to a lot about your
dreams of the future? yes no
vlv09. VJhen you were a teenager, what
did you want to do v/hen you
became an adult?
vlvlO
.
Did a teacher, counselor, or_
other adult ever made you think
about v/hat you wanted to do? s no
vlvll. Did you ever thinlc of specific
jobs? yes no
vlvl2. VJhat v/ere they?.
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vlvl3.
vlvl4.
Have you committed yourself to
an occupational course of action
despite personal hardship? yes no
Were they: ^Emotional Financial
Other (example
^)
.
B, Stop for a moment. Think about what you just wrote.
Think about yourself and how you caime to be a teacher.
There must have been many experiences you can think of
that helped you make a career choice. There must be one
that STANDS OUT IN YOUR MIND as the most memorable.
IVhich one is it? Please describe that experience.
Include details of: age, where you lived, where the
experience took place, who was there, what happened,
and why. Be brief but specific.
C. You may have had another significant experience later on
which resulted in a deeper commitment and devotion of
more time and energy to your career. If you experienced
this, briefly describe what happened, what led up to it,
who was involved, where and when it happened. IVhat do
you think caused it to happen?
II. I’m OK? They're OK?
v2v01
.
Do you trust yourself to handle
the academic needs of a class-
room of children? yes no
v2v02
.
Do you trust yourself to han-
dle the discipline problems in
a classroom of children? yes no
v2v03
.
Do you trust yourself to han-
dle the emotional needs of a
classroom of children? yes no
v2v04
.
Do you feel that the children
yes nolike you?
v2v05 Do you feel that you can count
on your supervisors (adminis- yes notrators)?
v2v06 . Are they consistent? yes
no
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v2v07 . Do you feel comfortable with
them? yes no
v2v08
.
Does the administration trust
you? ye s no
v2v09 . When you face the children, do
you feel alone? yes no
v2vl0 Should supervisors be more
involved in the classroom? yes no
v2vll Do you identify with teachers
as a group? yes no
v2vl2 Do you have a sense of "belong-
ing" to the teaching profes-
sion? ye s no
v2vl3. Do you feel that teaching is
meaningful work? yes no
v2vl4. Did you ever have a teacher or
co-worker who convinced you
that your abilities are
valuable? yes no
B. Stop here and take some time to think about yourself as
a teacher among teachers. There must have been many
times when you did not believe you could be a good
teacher. On the other hand, there must be times THAT
CCI'/EE TO MIND v/hen you had faith in your ability. Think
of one particular time when you were conscious of the
fact that you really were able to be a good teacher.
Describe that experience. What happened? V/hat led up
to it? V/hen did it happen? Where? Who else was there?
VJere they helpful? In your opinion, v/hy did this hap-
pen? Be brief and specific.
III. My Way and Their Way.
A. v3v01
.
Should supervisors govern by
"the letter of the law?" _yes no
v3v02. Should supervisors govern by
"the spirit of the law?" _ye s no
v3v0 3 Would your supervisor protect
you from "losing face?" yes no
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v3v04. Are there too many observers
in your classroom?
v3v05. If you disagreed with your
supervisor on an issue, would
you stand up to him/her?
v3v06. Are your supervisors out to
get you?
v3v07 . Do you know what you have to
do to stay on the good side of
your administrator?
v3v08. Are you free to express your-
self with your supervisor?
v3v09 . Is your supervisor free to
express him/herself with you?
v3vl0. Are you usually proud of your
work?
v3vll . Do you usually doubt the qua-
lity of your work?
yes.
yes
-yes.
_yes.
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
B. There may have been times when the situation or your
supervisor made you doubt yourself as a teacher. On the
other hand, there may have been times when you were
proud of yourself even though your behavior was contra-
dictory to what was expected. Or, you may have had an
experience where you realized that you sometimes had to
compromise. Be thou^tful a moment. There must be
times that STAI'ID OUT IN YOUR KIND when your way v/as dif-
ferent from the "legal" way. Choose one of these times
to think about now. Focus on who was there, what hap-
pened, when did it happen, where did it happen, and
why? How did you feel? VJas justice done or not? Be
brief and specific.
IV. Managing Your Classroom,
A , v4v01
.
As a teacher, when a child says,.
" I want to . . . " do you gen-
erally:
.Tend to
ignore
it
_Allow it
’to hap-
pen some-
time soon
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v4v02. VJhen you say to the adminis-
trator, "I'd like to
. .
will s/he respond "Go Ahead?"
v4v03. Do you like to work coopera-
tively with children and
colleagues?
v4v04. If you must engage in com-
petition to get something you
want from a child, colleague,
or supervisor, will you do it?
v4v05. Are you likely to try to win-
over a child, colleague or
supervisor so that they will
do what you want them to do?
yes no
yes no
yes no
no
v4v06
.
Do you feel uneasy if you have
to try to get adults to do
what you want?
v4v07
. Do you feel uneasy if you have
to try to get children to do
what you want? yes no
v4v08. Are you a teacher who can set
goals and follow through on
them? yes no
v4v09. Do you feel that you go too
far in manipulating people to
get what you want? yes no
B. These questions have to do with your growing av/areness
of yourself as an adult "in charge" of a classroom.
There have been many times when you took control of a
child or a situation. Choose one time that STANDS OUT
IN YOUR MIND when you realized that you could probably
stay on top of any classroom situation. Think about
that time: V/hat was going on? VJho was involved? Hov/
did you feel? V/here and when did it happen? Why, do
you think, it happened?
V. Self-Evaluation
A. v5v01 . Are the children learning what
you are teaching? yes no
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v5v02. Are the children learning what
they need to know?
v5v03. Do you feel that you are an
inadequate and inferior teacher?
v5v04
.
Do you prefer: working alone
working with
v5v05. Do you feel that you have some
skills and knowledge to contri-
but to a classroom situation?
v5v06 Do you feel that the children
have some skills and knowledge
to contribute?
v5v07 Do you feel that you have some
skills and knowledge to share
with your colleagues?
v5v08
.
Do you feel that your col-
leagues have skills and know-
ledge that you can draw on if
you need to?
.yes.
.yes
no
no
.yes.
.yes.
J/’es.
no
no
no
jyes no
B. There are many particular skills which you have devel-
oped and are developing in order to become a better
teacher. Reflect back over these questions in V. A.
Focus on the one THAT YCU ARE DRAVJ^I TO. Think about
that one question, and your answer to it. Your ansv/er
is a judgment v;hich you have made about your skills and
nreferences on the job. RE^IEMBER THE HOST IMPORTANT
TIL2: THAT YOU VffiRE CONSCIOUS OF THIS PARTICULAR JUDG-
I'lENT. Describe the situation briefly: Who was there?
’What happened? VJhen and where did it happen? 'Why did
it happen?
VI. Your Philosophy.
A . v6v01 . Do you think that the children
need you? yss no
v6v02. Do you feel a responsibility
for guiding the next genera-
tion? yes no
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v6v03
.
v6v04
Do you apee with this state-
ment: Life is a gift, given in
trust--like a child. no
Do you feel that your teaching
is at a point of "no
-growth?” no
v6v05 . In your career, are you mostly: Satisfied
Unsatisfied
v6v06. Do you feel that you have taken
your rightful place in the
scheme of things? yes no
v6v07 . Do you feel that you have time
enough to do what you want to
do in your life and in your
career? yes no
B. V/hat are your goals for the children you work with?
V/hat do you do to reach those goals?
C. Was there a point in your career when you became more
aware of v;hat you had to do to achieve your goals for
the children? Focus on that time. What was going on
that helped you to clarify your position? Was anyone
else involved? Be brief and specific.
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APPENDIX IV
THE EXPERIENCE QUESTIONNAIRE SCORING MIRIAL
QUESTION I. B.
Which experience stands out in your mind as significant in
helping you make a career choice?
CATEGORY
1 . NO RESPONSE Subject gave no answer.
2. SOCIO-ECONOMIC Subject decides to be a teacher because
it is the accepted or expected job for
women to take in her economic group.
3 . PERSONAL Subject decides to be a teacher because
of personal motivation which makes
teaching children appear to be the only
vocation the person wants.
4. OTHERS Subject decides to be a teacher because
of positive or negative influence of
others
.
5. UNINTENTIONAL One job seems to be the same as the next
to this subject; teaching is chosen
off-handedly
,
almost by accident.
6 . CHILDREN Subject attributes her career decision
to her direct experiences involving her
concern for children or the enjoyment
she gets from v/orking with them.
7 . COURSES Subject decides to be a teacher because
of a high school class experience.
8. JOB Subject decides to become certified in
order to expand job opportunities.
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QUESTION I. C.
l^at was another significant experience which resulted in
a deeper commitment to your career?
CATEGORY
1. NO RESPONSE Subject gave no answer.
2 . CRISES
3 . ATMOSPHERE
4. COLLEGE
A personal hardship or life crises results
in the subject having a deeper, more con-
scious appreciation of teaching.
Schools and the people in them combine to
create an exciting, stimulating atmos-
phere .
A particular course or professor helps to
strengthen subject's commitment.
5. KIDS Direct experience involving subject's con-
cern for children, or, the satisfaction
of working with them, results in deeper
commitment
.
6. SOCIAL Subject's commitment is deepened as a
result of the influence of other people.
QUESTION II. B.
Describe a time
were able to be
ability.
v/hen you were conscious of the fact that you
a good teacher; when you had faith in your
CATEGORY
1 . NO RESPONSE Subject gave no answer.
2 . CLASSROOM The subject sees that she is guiding the
classroom successfully; the children are
productively occupied as a result of her
planning, they do as she asks them to, the
activities she leads are a hit, parents
are involved.
3 . CHILD Subject has a significant interaction with
a single child.
4. SUPERVISOR Supervisor lets subject know that she is^
a valued, approved of, supported person in
whom the supervisor has faith.
5 . SELF Subject gives a self-analysis.
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QUESTION III. R.
What type of experience illustrates what happends when yourIdeas about what should happen differ from those of the
authority?
CATEGORY
1 . NO RESPONSE Subject gave no answer
.
2 . NON-DISAGREEIvIENT Subject reports that she does what is
expected.
3 . SUPPORT The subject is having a difficult time
and is helped by someone in a position
of authority.
4. GROUP The subject has a goal in mind and
achieves it through democratic group
processes
.
5 . NON- INFLUENTIAL The subject disagrees with the author-
ity but feels helpless and sees no way
to make an impact.
6. POLITICAL The subject is a non-central charac-
ter in a disagreement but has the
option of supporting either side; she
takes the most politic course of
action.
7 . COVERT Subject reports that the administra-
tion is unaware of the fact that she
is operating contrary to policy; she
may or may not care that they find
out.
8 . OVERT Subject believes in her opinion enough
to confront the administration regard-
less of the consequences.
QUESTION IV. B.
V/hat happened to let you know that you could stay on top of
any classroom situation?
CATEGORY
1 . NO RESPONSE Subject gave no answer.
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QUESTION IV, B. (continued)
CATEGORY
2. ADULTS Subject successfully or unsuccessfully
enlists the help of other adults in order
to benefit the child.
3« DISCIPLINE Subject copes with discipline problems of
a single child or a whole class.
4. CHILD-CENTERED Subject reports that because attention
is paid to the individual children, there
are no "problems."
5. TEACHING Subject reports successful activities
despite the factors which might have
caused failure
.
6. HEAD-TEACHER Subject reports that she si^le-handedly
attended to the responsibilities and
details of daily events, for either a
limited or extended time.
QUESTION V. B.
Discuss your skills and preferences on-the-job.
CATEGORY
1. NO RESPONSE Subject gave no answer.
2. INADEQUACY Subject reports that she is or is not an
inadequate or inferior teacher.
3. PARTNERSHIP Subject prefers to work with others
rather than alone, because either the
children, or she, or both are benefitted.
4. CONTRIBUTE Subject reports skills she has or skills
she developed which benefit the children.
5. CHILDREN Subject acknowledges the importance of
the child's skills and knowledge for the
classroom process.
6. SHARE Subject acknowledges that her presence is
beneficial to colleagues.
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QUESTION V. B. ( continued
^
CATEGORY
7 . COLLEAGUES Subject acknowledges that she has learned
from, or been helped by, those with whom
she has worked.
QUESTION VI. B.
This is not experimental. It would be interesting if there
v/ere a positive correlation between the goals the teacher
has for the children and her own developmental level.
QUESTION VI. C.
V/hat experience helped you to become aware of what you had
to do to achieve your goals for the children?
CATEGORY
1 . NO RESPONSE Subject gave no ansv/er.
2. NONE Subject indicates that she has not had
this experience yet because she is still
learning and orienting herself to being
a teacher.
3. PERSONAL Subject reports that she must know and
depend on herself, and/or the responsibi-
lity of the position she holds, in order
to use herself as an instrument to serve
the children's needs and support their
grov/th
.
4. CLASSROOM Subject reports that, as a result of
experience in the classroom, she learned
more about children, materials and methods,
or, realized that she needed to know more
about these in terms of what works for her
in the classroom.
5. OJ Suggestions or conflicts with others at
school helped teacher to clarify her
goals, and/or made her more av/are of what
she wanted to do to help the children.
6. UNIVERSITY As a self-motivated learner, teacher
was
willing to learn and was open to profes-
sors who could relate to her personally,
bolster her confidence, and support her
own need to grov;
.
APPENDIX V
TABLE 11
RELATIONSHIP BETIVEEN COLLEGE STATUS AND STAGE
Stage Freshman Sophomore Junior Senior In Class
Graduate
None
I 14 4 7 8 1 0
II 0 0 0 0 1 4
III 1 1 0 0 14 4
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